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Fire rips through Ellis Popcorn
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By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
fire ripped through Ellis
Popcorn's processing
plant located at 101
Poplar Street early Tuesday,
destroying most of the facility.
Around 30 firefighters from
Murray Fire Department, as
well as 10 responders from the
county arrived on the scene
around 5 a.m. Tuesday.
"When our units first arrived
at Ellis Popcorn, which was
where the primary fire was, they
found heavy smoke and fire
showing from the front," said
Murray Fire Chief Eric
Pologruto. 'They did a rapid
size-up and determined it was
too dangerous for our crews to
make an immediate entry, so the

A

II See Page 2A

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times

Above: Firefighters with the Murray Fire Department and the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad stand guard Tuesday
morning at the scene of the Ellis Popcorn fire on Poplar Street. Top photo: An MFD firefighter sprays water on the fire from
a tower ladder. Left: Smoke billows from the building.

WEATHER

Fiscal Court temporarily delays approval
of support in wastewater plant project
Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 79. Calm wind
becoming east around 6 mph.
Wednesday Night: Clear,
with a low around 54. East wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a high
near 81. East southeast wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 55.
East southeast wind between 3
and 5 mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 82. South southeast wind
between 3 and 5 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 56. Southeast
wind around 6 mph.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal Court has temporarily delayed approval of a request by
the City of Murray for legal support in
construction of a $45 million wastewater
treatment plant until some assurance can
be made that county customers will not
pay a disproportionate share of the bill.
During a meeting with city officials
Tuesday morning, magistrates Eddie
Clyde Hale, Connie Morgan, Bobby
Stubblefield and Johnny Gingles approved
a request by Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
to table passage of a resolution that would
give support to the city's effort to move
forward on the project.
City Administrator Matt Mattingly and
J.L. Barnett. director of public works and
utilities for the City of Murray, briefed the

court
concerning
Environmental Protection
Agency requirements that
•
the city expand wastewater treatment capabilities because the current
facility has reached a 90
percent capacity level
requiring an upgrade.
Mattingly and Bamett
lime
estimated costs on the
project at about $35 million for a new plant and another $10 million for piping and other infrastructure.
Elkins, pointing out that county customers already pay more for services than
those living in city limits, said he would
like to have more information from the
city about how an increase in rates to pay
for the construction would be distributed.

The current plant now serves about 7,000
city customers and 300 in the county.
"I'd feel more comfortable if I had a
commitment from the city about the
rates," Elkins said, adding he would like to
have information that any rate increase
will be proportionally fair to all customers.
Mattingly said Barnett agreed and pointed out that city officials are doing what
they can to keep costs down on the project,
but could not provide detailed information
concerning rate increases at the time. The
county's request will be presented to the
Murray City Council soon for action.
Barnett said if planning on the project
was approved by the Kentucky Division of
Water and EPA officials this week, it

III See Page 2A

Man asks for
new trial in
Mayfield's
Currin case
MAYFIELD, Ky.(API —
A man convicted of murder
and kidnapping in the death
of a western Kentucky teen ,
is asking for a new trial.
Ajury found Quincy Omar
Cross guilty in 2(109 of kidnapping and killing I8-yearold Jessica Cun-in in
Mayfield. Her burned body
was found behind Mayfield
Middle School in July 2000.
Cross, who is acting as his
own attorney, filed the
motion claiming that his
public defender during his

•See Page 2A

Town & Gown features Pella at breakfast
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
urray community and Murray State
University Town & Gown Breakfast
participants toured Pella's Murray manufacturing plant Tuesday morning to learn about
what the business produces.
Murray is one of 11 Pella manufacturing locations nationwide. Murray is the biggest plant
outside of Pella. Iowa, according to Doug
Dieleman, senior plant manager.
The facility employees around 675 people.
Seventy-five have been added this year, and 25
more will start before the end of October,
Dieleman said.
Pella opened in Murray in 2002. Dieleman said
the company has been very pleased with the
community.
"When the scouts came here, and I was a part
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of that scouting team, we thought we'd hit a
home run with Murray." Dieleman said.
Plant Manager for Fiberglass Joel Dobson
highlighted the company's energy-efficiency
during the plant tour. Pella launched its 350
Series vinyl window in August. Most energyefficient windows are double-pane, but the 350
Series is optional triple pane, according to
Dieleman. Murray is the only plant producing
the product. It is also the only Pella plant producing fiberglass, and ships fiberglass products for
assembly in other Pella plants around the country, said Dobson.
Some of Pella's other energy-efficient techniques include the way they cut their glass,
which Dobson said maximizes the amount of
material Pella uses for its windows. Any waste is

•See Page 2A
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Joel Dobson, left, plant manager for fiberglass, prepares to
take Town & Gown breakfast attendees through a tour of the
Murray Pella plant. The plant manufactures energy-efficient
windows and doors, and is the company's second-largest
facility.
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Obiti

Benton man
dies Monday
in Hardin
accident
Special to the Ledger
A Benton man died Monday
after a vehicle accident in
Hardin, the Marshall County
Sheriff's Office says.
MCSO Chief Deputy David
Maddox said Deputy Samantha
Mighell and Sgt. Brett Edwards
were dispatched to an injury
accident on Ky. 402 at
Commerce Street in Hardin at
approximately 7 a.m. Monday.
Maxlow,
Nathan
Deputy
MCSO's accident reconstructionist, was also dispatched to
the scene to investigate the
crash.
According to the report filed
by Maxlow, Chris Caruthers,
35, of Hardin, was making a
left turn in a vehicle from
Commerce Street onto Ky. 402
and pulled into the path of a
truck pulling a gooseneck trailer. The truck was driven by
Riche Jones, 49, of Benton.
Jones continued east, ran off of
the left shoulder, struck a ditch,
and overturned. A passenger in
the Jones vehicle, Ignacio
Lozano, 43, of Benton, was
transported by EMS to
Marshall County Hospital.
was
pronounced
Jones
deceased at the scene by
Marshall County Coroner
Mitchell Lee. Caruthers was
uninjured.
The case remains under
Deputy
investigation
by
Maxlow and the Marshall
County Coroner's Office, the
report stated.

Down-ballot
Democrats cozy up
to popular governor

Murray I

"We were able to salvage a lot
of files and personal belongings
focus was initially to start pro- and stuff like that, but as far as
tecting the exposures."
computers, all that stuff is
Firefighters focused on pro- ruined," said Reed.
tecting the structure to the east
The fire likely began well
of the building, as well as pro- before the fire department was
tecting silos at the back of the notified, said Pologruto.
building. Crews were able to
"When you get a call in the
contain the blaze to the original middle of the night at a comstructure, said Pologruto. The mercial place, odds are the fire
department declared the fire had a head start and obviously
'under control' at around 10:30 the more it has a head start
a.m., though units were on before you get your crews on
scene until late in the day con- scene, the more difficult it is to
trolling hot spots in the build- control," said Pologruto.
ing.
The cause of the fire is still
Ellis Popcorn Owner Ann unknown. Pologruto said crews
Kelly Quatermous said the fire encountered heavy fire damage
department was able to salvage toward the front of the building.
a small number of files and per- That indicates the flames started
sonal items from her office, but there, he said. The front area
the rest of the files were lost. As contained office and storage
morning, space, Pologruto stated.
of
Tuesday
Quatermous was still assessing
Pologruto said it was still too
the damage.
early to say whether arson was
"I have no answers as to what involved.
we're going to do about pro"I anticipate the city of
packaging," Murray's fire marshal will begin
and
cessing
Quatermous said.
his investigation soon and he'll
The fire on Poplar Street did probably be reaching out to the
not completely destroy Ellis state fire marshal as well," he
Popcorn's operations.
said.
"What (the fire) does not
Ellis Popcorn distributes popaffect is our growers (who) will corn to clients all over the
be able to continue to bring in United States and internationaltheir corn for harvest because ly. It has been located at the curthat is in another location," said rent building for around 25
Quaterrnous.
years, and has been in business
Some of the company's 10 for approximately 64 years.
employees were at the other
really want to thank the fire
location working Tuesday, department, the electric compaQuatermous said. The others ny and the gas company," said
were at the site of the fire help- Quatermous. She added that she
ing to sort through salvage.
also appreciates the community
Safety support that has rallied around
Tri-State
Management's Jason Reed had her business so far.
"We've been here 60 plus years,
an office in the same building as
Ellis Popcorn. Reed conducts and it's going to be hard, but we're
safety classes for the city of pretty tough," she said.
No firefighters were harmed
Murray, and was one of the first
Tuesday, despite the dangerous conto hear about the fire.
"I got a call this morning at ditions, said Pologruto. Fires in
five o'clock that said 'I think commercial buildings are typically
your office is on fire.' And I got hotter than residential homes, and
up and I called Ann Kelly and commercial buildings also contain
said, think the building may more flammable materials, making
be on fire.' Sure enough, when them riskier conditions for firewe got in here it was coming out fighters, Pologruto stated.
The Calloway County branch of
of the roof, engulfed," said
the American Red Cross provided
Reed.
Reed's business was not as snacks and bottled water as a relief
to the firefighters on scene.
badly affected by the flames.

From Front

ANGIE HATTON Ledger & Times
A fire gutted Ellis Popcorn on Poplar Street Tuesday morning. Pictured above, an old-fashioned popcorn popper was among the items salvaged from inside the building. Below, local
firefighters rest after a long morning on scene. Approximately 40 firefighters from the Murray
Fire Department and Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded to the call.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With a huge lead in the polls,
Gov. Steve Beshear is increasing
the number of joint appearances
with fellow Democratic candidates running for Kentucky's
down-ballot offices in the Nov. 8
general election.
Recent polls have shown
Beshear leading his chief opponent, Republican David Williams,
by 25 to 30 percentage points — a
lead that that could either provide
a coattail effect for down-ballot
Democrats or suppress voter
turnout, making Democrats more
vulnerable to upsets.
The governor's race tops a ballot that also includes candidates
for agriculture commissioner,
attorney general, auditor, secretary of state and treasurer.
"Most folks seem to think
Beshear will have coattails,"
University of Louisville political
scientist Laurie Rhodebeck said.

From Front

From Front
trial was ineffective, according
to reports.
Graves Circuit Judge Timothy
Stark says he will consider the
motion and a response filed by
the state attorney general's
office opposing the request. The
response says Cross' contentions are refuted by court
records.

returned to the glass manufacturer in Georgia and Iowa and
melted down for reuse.
Pella also runs an internal
recycling program to cut down
on waste.
Pella employees contribute to
what the company calls "continuous improvement events," said
Dobson. The company meets
with employees on every level
about an existing process at the
plant. They discuss the process
and try to eliminate waste.
"Everyone has an equal voice
in the meetings," said Dobson.
One change implemented
through continuous improvement meetings was moving

From Front
would still be 2017 before the
first gallon of wastewater ran
through the
new
plant.

from batch production, in which
products were produced and
then sold to customers to a
build-to-order model, said
Dobson. Customers put in an
order, and Pella builds those
windows. Dobson said the
process takes eight days from
order to delivery.
Mark Welch, Murray State
University community relations
director and Town & Gown
coordinator, told attendees
about two upcoming Town &
Gown events. On Dec. 15, the
group will host a Holiday
Reception at Oakhurst, the president's home at Murray State.
The next Town & Gown breakfast will be Feb. 21 at Wrather
Museum at Murray State.

Mattingly said any rate increases would be incremental over a
period of years for all customers, but exact figures are not
available at this time.

The Cough Center
C4LLERGY &C4TI-IMA
CLINIC OF WEST KENTUCKY

Dedicated to Diagnosing and Treating
Chronic Cough.
If you have a problem with Chronic Cough
please call
Richard H. Stout,
M.D., P.S.C.

THE COUGH CENTER
for an appointment.

(270) 753-7451
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Obituaries
Glenda Carol Fleming
Glenda Carol Fleming, 72, of Benton, Ky., died Monday, Oct. 3,
2011, at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
She was the daughter of the late Clinton Lyles and the late Marion
(Hancock) Lyles. She was a homemaker and of the Christian faith.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by one brother, Tommy Lyles.
She is survived by her husband, William "Bill" H. Fleming; one
daughter, Ann Dee Fleming; two sons, Robert Andrew "Andy"
Fleming and David Thomas Fleming; and two grandchildren, all of
Benton.
Funeral services will be held Thursday, Oct. 6, 2011, at noon at
Collier Funeral Chapel with the Rev. Don Hilbrecht officiating.
Visitation will be held Wednesday, Oct. 5, 2011, from 5-8 p.m. at
Collier Funeral Home. Interment will follow at Murray Memorial
Gardens. Memorial contributions may be given to the Salvation
Army, 1128 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42003. Arrangements are
being handled by Collier Funeral Home.

Myra Lucille Crabtree
Mrs. Myra Lucille Crabtree, 89, of Murray, Ky., died Monday,
Oct. 3, 2011, surrounded by her family.
Born Jan. 27, 1922, in Bridgeport, Ala., to the
late Horace Paul Moore and Sarah Ellen Morgan
Moore, Mrs. Crabtree was a homemaker and a
mother to many, and a member of the Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
In addition to her parents, Mrs. Crabtree was preceded in death by her husband, George Raymond
Crabtree; four children, Gina Crabtree
Stubblefield, Ronald Wayne Crabtree, Charles
Robert"Bob" Crabtree and Norma "Jean" Crabtree
Moore; as well as one granddaughter, Lorna Juliet
Crabtree.
Mrs. Crabtree is survived by seven daughters, Gail Dunn and husband, Ray, Ann Kushnick and husband, Warren, Suzie Nance and
husband, Dale, Pamela Kamber and husband, Randy, Vicki Moore
and husband, Philip, Beth Haneline and husband, Artie, and Valerie
Kenna; one son. Stephen Crabtree and wife, Debra;one daughter-inlaw, Lucy Sanchez Crabtree, two sons-in-law, Van Stubblefield and
Robert Moore; 20 grandchildren, Amanda Dunn Childress, Emily
Dunn VanCuren, Raybo Dunn, Susan Kushnick Westerland,
Geoffrey Kushnick, Michael Kushnick, Ellen Moore Boohar,
George Moore, Myra Crabtree Le Blanc, Charles Crabtree, Marlene
Crabtree Canizales, Issabel Crabtree, Sarah and Katie Moore, Mina
Kouklan, Allison Kamber McClanahan, Kimberly Kamber Brown,
Jason Crabtree, Joshua Lasater and Lucas Stubblefield; as well as 29
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held on Friday, Oct. 7, 2011, at 1 p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial
to follow in the Green Plain Cemetery. Visitation will be held from
4— 8 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 6, 2011, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Green Plain
Cemetery Fund, c/o Dave Thompson, 3911 Murray Paris Road,
Hazel, KY 42049. Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituarv.

Mary Lillian Quackenbush
Mary Lillian Quackenbush, 63, of Camden, Tenn., died Monday,
Oct. 3,2011, at her home.
She was born Sept. 7, 1948, in Trigg County, to Ewing and Ludine
Wyatt Randolph. She was'a retired team supervisor for Josten Book
Company and a member of Chalk Hill Baptist Church in Camden,
Tenn.

In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by one broth- children, seven great-grandchildren and several nieces and nephews
(
er, Robert Randolph.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
She is survived by her husband, Frank Quackenbush; one son, Disabled American Veterans, 1133 Murray Ave., Paducah KY.
David Ray Shepherd; two step-sons, David Quackenbush and wife, 42003.Arrangements are being handled by Mihier & On Funeran
Amy, all of Camden, Tenn., and Fritz Quackenbush, of New York; Home.
one step-daughter, Debbie Hill, of New York; three sisters, Barbara
•
Hinton and husband, Frank, Joyce Underhill and husband, Randall, Launa Ray Miller
and Nina Hathcook, all of Murray; two brothers, William Randolph
Launa Ray Miller, 76, of Hardin. Ky.. died Monday, Oct. 3, 201112
and wife, Lorraine, of Pembroke, and Wayne Randolph and wife, at Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
Tina, of Murray; one sister-in-law, Shirley Randolph,of Clarksville,
She was preceded in death by her parents, Barnett Sholar and Is11,
Tenn.; and ten grandchildren.
Lee (Wilson) Sholar, and two brothers, Miles Sholar and Hooveii
Funeral services will be held Thursday, Oct. 6, 2011, at 1 p.m. at Sholar. She is survived by her husband, Billy Ray Miller, of Hardie
Stockdale-Malin Chapel in Camden,Tenn., with Corey Muston offi- one daughter, Cathy Sue Miller, of Murray; and one brother, Horace
ciating. Burial to follow at Chalk Hill Cemetery.
11
Sholar, of Aurora.
Arrangements are being handled by Stockdale-Malin Funeral
Funeral services will be held Friday. Oct. 7, 2011, at 11 a.m. ae
Home.
Collier Funeral Chapel with the Rev. Richard Burkeen officiating/1
Interment will follow at Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation with
Alfred R. Duncan
be held on Thursday, Oct. 6, 2011, from 5-8 p.m. at Collier Funeral
Funeral services for Alfred R. Duncan,86, of Murray, Ky., will be Home. Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.
held Wednesday, Oct. 5, 2011, at 10 a.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis offi'/
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthc,',
ciating. Burial to follow in the Murray Memorial
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger mut
Gardens.
Duncan died Sunday, Oct. 2, 2011, at the VA Times policy Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space,Medical Center in Marion, Ill.
He was born in Calloway County on April 25, 1926, to the late
John Freeman Duncan and Becham Washam Duncan. Before retiring, he was the owner and operator of Duncan Electric in Murray.
He was an U.S. Army veteran of W.W.II, where he was a Prisoner of
lake. a... 01 (10..e td
War and a recipient of the Purple Heart, as well as other various
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A native of Detroit, Mich., he retired with 20 years service from
the Paducah/McCracken County Library maintenance department,
and he was of the Catholic faith. He was a veteran of the U.S. Army
and received a purple heart during the Korean War.
He was preceded in death by "his wife. Patricia Wisehart
Zacheretti; his parents, Giuseppe and Cleopatra Macella Zacheretti;
and one brother, Johnny Zacheretti.
He is survived by three sons, Larry Zacheretti and David
Zacheretti, both of Paducah, and Philip Zacheretti, of Knoxville,
Tenn.; one daughter, 14ori Haggett, of Paducah; two.brothers, Tony
Zacheretti and Elio Z.aifieretti, both of Detroit, Mich.: seven grand-
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Double-dipping a
challenge for states
AP NEWS ANALYSIS
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GETTING THINGSM
DONE FOR THE GOOD
OF THE NATION WILL
RAISE OUF? APPROVAL
RATINGS -- AND THE
OTHER SIDES..
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By DANNY ROBBINS
DALLAS (AP) — At a state
agency in Texas, the executive
director is receiving a $123.000a-year salary even as he is
drawing a government pension,
as he has for the past eight
years. In a struggling Michigan school district, 10 administrators retired, started drawing pension checks and returned
immediately
contract
as
employees. A school administrator in Illinois makes a combined $409,000 a year in pension payments and salary for
overseeing a public boarding
school.
Double-dipping — the wellestablished practice of public
workers collecting government
pensions and salaries at the same
time — has become a hot topic
for lawmakers around the country during these times of severely
strained
budgets and
increased focus on the benefits provided to government
employees.
Yet even as some states have
begun curbing the practice, a
review by The Associated Press
found tens of thousands of state
and public school employees
across the country drawing government salaries along with their
pensions. In five states alone
— California, New York, Texas,
Florida and Michigan — at
least 66,000 government retirees
also receive taxpayer-funded
paychecks.
The practice has come under
fire not just because of the
cost of paying both a pension
and a salary to the same person. It also can strain public
pension funds because the
rehired retirees draw from them
but do not contribute while
taking the place of workers
who otherwise would be paying into the system.
Of particular concern are
people who retire early, only
to take another government job
and draw pension annuities for
many more years than they
otherwise would.
State governments already
have a combined $690 billion
in unfunded pension liabilities.
meaning they do not have
enough money coming in to
meet their future obligations.
"I don't see any private entity that would allow this to
happen, and I don't see why
government should allow it to
happen." said Kenneth Sheets,
a state representative in Texas
who tried unsuccessfully to end
the practice in his state earlier this year.
Some states have dealt with
the issue by imposing lengthy
waiting periods on retired public employees seeking to return
to their positions, in hopes the
jobs will get filled before
retirees get a chance to reoccupy them. Others have
placed limits on how much of
their pensions retired employ-

ees can receive if they come
back to work.
No single agency collects
data on government retirees who
also are receiving public paychecks, and many states do not
provide the information publicly.
To get a snapshot of how
widespread the practice is, the
AP reviewed a sampling of
states of varying sizes, including several in which doubledipping has generated a public backlash.
Available data showed nearly 71,000 double-dippers in
California, New York, Texas,
Florida, Michigan, Georgia,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania
and Arkansas. In Illinois and
Ohio, populous states with a
strong union presence, there
appears to be no reliable way
to determine double-dipping figures for government retirees.
Aside from data not being
available everywhere, the methods used by states to assess
the practice vary widely, making comparisons difficult.
In Michigan, for example,
data was available for doubledipping educators but not for
other state employees. Texas
provided data for state employees but not teachers. States that
did provide figures typically had
data for state government workers or teachers but not for city
and county employees.
Defenders of the practice
say double-dippers have become
easy targets, particularly in
states that have allowed pension funds to drop dangerously low.
One of them is Maury Roos,
who retired in 2000 after 43
years as an engineer with the
California Department of Water
Resources. Within weeks of his
retirement, he was asked to
return part-time. According to
the California Public Employees Retirement System, his
annual pension is more than
$113,000. Roos said the additional income allows him to
travel to engineering conferences. In exchange, he said,
the state gets an experienced
engineer at a bargain price.
"It actually saves them quite
a bit of money as opposed to
hiring someone new because
there's no overhead," he said.
California had more than
6,000 government retirees back
on the payroll as of last December, at pay rates ranging from
as little as $8 an hour to as
much as $8,437 a month.
Most government retirees
collect relatively modest sums
when they return to work. Yet
critics cite examples of retirees
who collect pensions and government paychecks well into
six figures and say double-dipping of any kind sends the
wrong message in tough economic times.
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Sen. McConnell, Paul's plans and bridge building
Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
Two longtime Southern senators cut very different profiles on the national stage
recently.
Lamar Alexander, R-Tenn.,
showed real leadership in this
time of gridlock and partisanship by giving up a power
position in the Senate.
He said he would resign the
No. 3 job in the Republican
ranks come January, and would
not try for the No. 2 spot.
Political
calculators
said
Alexander was giving up a ghost
that already had abandoned him.
He is seen as too moderate
by some in what has become
a red-meat world.
But Alexander said the move
would "liberate" him to work
on solving the nation's pressing problems.
Contrast Alexander's walk
and talk with what is by now
the customary belligerence of
Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky. What else
can be expected of a political
operator who told The National Journal that "the single most
import thing we want to achieve
is for President Obama to be
a one-term president"?
If that's the goal, how can
there be any hope of coalition
building? In the 11 months since
McConnell laid out that strategy, Washington has been at
loggerhea4s.
Not even infrastructure emergencies in his own back yard
could move McConnell to be
more constructive and less
obstructive.
When President Barack
Obama visited Ohio to talk
crumbling bridges and other
infrastructure, which included
discussion time with Sen. Rand
Paul, U.S. Rep. John Yarmuth
and Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer, McConnell groused from
Washington that it was all polit-

metropolitan areas of Cincinnati • and Louisville, and 1-75
and 1-65, the state's other imporThe following are editorials from newspapers across tant north-south highway.
Simply put, the two bridges
Kentucky offering divergent points of view about
serve as gateways to Kentucky
issues of importance.
and both spans need to be
replaced. Much of the comical theater on the president's bill.
merce that travels through this
part. This, from the star playPaul has a plan of his own
er of the brinksmanship games for financing repairs of the state depends on the bridges.
President Barack Obama
of the past year.
nation's highways and bridges
specifically
pointed to the Brent
"Don't patronize us by imply- and took the opportunity to
Spence Bridge as one of the
ing if we pass the second stim- make his case to Obama.
construction projects that would •
ulus that bridges will get fixed
No one should assume biparbe funded by his proposed jobs
right away," McConnell said.
tisan kumbaya here.
bill, and because the bridge
The senator ought to folIt's just good to know that
low his own advice: He should Paul is focused on infrastruc- links the congressional district
not patronize Kentuckians by ture needs — the basics of served by Speaker of the House
implying the nation will be government services — rather John Boehner and the home
better off if he keeps up his than spouting obscure theories. state of Senate Minority Leader
defeat-Obama-at-all-costs strat- And he sought to speak pri- Mitch McConnell, Obama came
egy. Nobody's winning at that vately with someone in power to Cincinnati to specifically
encourage two of the most influgame.
rather than rant on cable TV.
ential Republicans in Congress
A better example can be
He might become a public
to
fund the bridge's replacement.
found in Alexander, who said servant, yet.
While Obama was in Cincinupon relinquishing his leadernati,
Louisville Mayor Greg Fisship role, "I now look forward The Independent
met with the president to
cher
to spending more of my time Ashland, Ky.
urge
his help in replacing the
working with all senators to
Two events just days apart
Sherman
Minton Bridge. That
achieve results on the serious have brought renewed attenissues that will determine the tion to the two most impor- project — one of three bridges
standard of living and securi- tant bridge projects in Ken- being planned for Louisville
— became a lot more importy for our next generation."
tucky: The replacement of the
tant when Indiana highway
Sherman Minton Bridge across
engineers closed the bridge to
Herald Leader
the Ohio River on Interstate
traffic after inspectors found
Lexington, Ky.
64 in Louisville. and the Brent
large
cracks in its steel frame.
Is it too much to hope that Spence Bridge across the Ohio
The
closing
has caused major
we are beginning to see Ken- River on Interstate 71/75, linkproblems
in Louisville
traffic
tucky's junior senator trans- ing Cincinnati and Covington.
during the morning and late
form from an ideologue conAfter years of discussion
tent on fighting losing causes and little action, there is real afternoon rush hours.
While we would like to
to a pragmatic politician focused hope that the two projects —
believe
the recent emphasis on
on making life better for his each expected to cost more
the bridges would speed conconstituents?
than $1.5 billion — can actustruction on both projects, we
Sen. Rand Paul rode with ally be built within the next
are
not naive. The emphasis
President Barack Obama on decade or so.
in Washington now is on the
The two projects are imporAir Force One to Northern
2012 presidential election, not
Kentucky to push for recon- tant to the economy of all of
on replacing bridges in Cincinstruction of the bridge into Kentucky, not just in the two
nati, Louisville or anywhere else
Ohio. Obama, of course, came metropolitan areas where they.
for that matter.
to stand before the Brent Spence are located. Interstate 64 in
Frankly, we are more than
Bridge to pressure Senate the most important east-west
a little disgusted with our leadMitch highway in Kentucky while
Leader
Minority
ers in Washington. All of them.
McConnell of Kentucky and Interstate 75 is a critical northBoth Republicans and DemocHouse Speaker John Boehner south highway in Kentucky.
rats.
of Ohio to support his jobs with Interstate 71 linking the

IN OTHER WORDS

Should we call it 'trickle-up' economics
Republicans have been as
the rich, that's class warfare,
By WILL DURST
but when subsidies are hand- strident as a looped siren in a
Cagle News Service
It's all a dance, really. A ed out to giant corporations stainless steel silo in their oppoDemocratic president summons who siphon jobs offshore so sition to a specific Obama prothe gumption to call for high- that rich people can have more posal called the "Buffett Rule,"
er taxes on the rich and Repub- money, that's Trickle-Down which calls for billionaires like
Warren Buffett to pay the same
licans cry like third graders Economics.
What Barack should do is tax rate as their secretaries.
having their ice cream taken
The GOP prefers the Jimmy
away and given to the neigh- rename his efforts to balance
bor's dog. Invoking the hoari- the playing field: "Trickle-Up Buffett Rule, which postulates
that anybody worried about next
est of chestnuts -- that oldie Economics."
That would, at least, con- month's rent money should start
but goodie -- as predictable as
mushy, green grapes in a fruit fuse them. Although after drinking Margaritas until they
salad: The Class War Boogie. watching the last couple of pass out.
You know what, they're right.
For some reason, it's always debates, confusion does not
It is a class war. The rich
a war with these guys. The seem to be in short supply.
We're not even allowed to started it and their side is winWar on Christmas. Culture
Wars. War on Terror. The Cru- call them rich anymore. They're ning.
They've bombed the middle
sades.
"job creators" now. And yes,
Then they accuse Democ- jobs are being created. In Mex- class into submission burying
rats of being emotionally ico. And Vietnam. And China. jobs and pensions, playing
unequipped for battle. Well,
The American Dream is alive chicken at the precipice with
which is it?
and well, just not here. It's default to protect their preYou can't have it both ways. our own fauh, really. Ameri- cious aristocracy from paying
Actually, you can. It just makes can workers have ruined every- one puny penny more in taxes.
Cheap. Cheap. Cheap.
choosing which one to cruel- thing with their irrational
Forty percent of all income
ly abandon to the wolves of demands for safe working congains in the last decade have
winter that much more diffi- ditions and a living Wage.
Who do we think we are? trickled up to the wealthiest 1
cult. Or not.
percent.
When taxes are raised on Stockholders?

The richest 400 families in
this country control more money
than the bottom 150 million
people put together.
We're moving from Depression levels of income inequality into French Revolution territory. Isn't that Madame
Defarge over there in the corner, knitting'?
What is it with the rich?
How much money do they
need? How many cars can one
person drive?
How many beluga caviar
cream cheese canapAOs can
they consume at a single cocktail party? How many silk pajamas with platinum threads can
you spill your Dom Perignon
White Gold Mimosa on at a
time? Okay, three.
That's what Hilda is for.
One of the things.
The New York Times says
Emmy-nominated comedian and
writer Will Durst "is quite possibly the best political satirist
working in the country today.'
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Bats and Badges charity
softball game scheduled
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue will
host a charity softball game on Saturday,
Oct. 8, at 2 p.m. between CCFR and the
Murray Fire Department. Come out to
Central Park Field #2 and watch as the
heroes of our community battle it out on
the diamond to raise funds for the Calloway County chapter of The American
Red Cross and Need-line. Admission is $5,
and childrer 10 and under are free. There
Datebook will be T-shirts for sale and a raffle. DonaJessica Morris. tions also accepted. Brothers BBQ will be
Community
on hand selling concessions, with a pereditor
centage of their proceeds going to support
the event.

Classes held on Thursdays
eZ:s

.C2DI

Active Parenting Now classes will be held on Thursdays.
Oct. 6, 13, 20, and 27, from 5:30-8 p.m. at the Calloway
County Extension Office, 310 S. 4th Street, Murray. A meal
will be provided each evening. A certificate will be provided
upon completion of all six classes. No childcare will be available. For more information, call the Calloway County Extension Office. at 753-1452.

Calloway County SBDM to meet
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Christine Graham Sherman
celebrates 99th birthday

The Calloway County SBDM Council will hold a specialcalled meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 5, at 3:30 p.m. in the
media center. The public is invited at attend.

Murray Bank Good Life plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life is offering a Smoky Mountain Christmas trip Nov. 28-30, that will include a trip to
Pigeon Forge and The Biltmore House in Asheville, N.C., as
well as a dinner and show at the Dixie Stampede and Smith's
Family Theater, Pigeon Forge. Those interested should call
767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Discussion to be held at Book & Bean
A non-profit professional development coffee is set for Thursday, Oct. 6, from 4-4:45 p.m. at University Book & Bean,
Murray. A discussion will be led by Dr. Bob Long and Aaron
Dail. Refreshments will be served. To RSVP, call 761-2665.

Ladies Auxiliry #73 to meet
American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit #73 will meet Thursday, Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall at 310 Bee
Creek Drive. If you are a wife, daughter, or step-daughter of
a veteran you are invited. Come and get involved. Anyone
with questions may call Unit #73 President Vera Melone, 4366356.

F.A.N. Club begins Thursday
The Calloway County Extension Office in partnership with
the Calloway County Health Department will provide a series
of Food and Nutrition (F.A.N.) classes to anyone interested in
expanding their nutrition knowledge. This free series begins on
Thursday. Oct.,6. at 10:30 am at the Calloway County Health
Department. Taste-testings and giveaways provided. If interested, contact the Calloway County Health Department at 7533381.

Grief support meeting to be held
A Grief support group will be held Thursday. Oct. 6, at 10
a.m. in the large classroom of the Murray Calloway Senior
Center, 607 Poplar Street, Murray. Individuals who have lost
a loved one and feel a support group would be helpful are
encouraged to attend. For more information, contact Teri Cobb
at 753-0929.

Multicultural Fair to benefit Gentry House
The Multicultural Festival to Fight Homelessness will be
held Thursday. Oct. 6, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Quad.
The public is invited for camaraderie and food, and all money
raised will be donated to help families in need. Presented by
The Gentry House. Inc.. all funds raised will go towards helping it's clients with temporary shelter and necessities, such as
toilet paper and cleaning supplies. For information, contact
Gentry House at 761-6807.

Ky.State Retirees to meet
The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky State Retirees will
meet at 10:30 a.m. Thursday, Oct. 6, at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe
Clifton Drive, in Paducah for a combined luncheon and business meeting. For information, call (270) 898-7289 or (270)
527-9531.

Volleyball Senior Night set for Thursday
The Calloway County High School Laker Volleyball Team
will honor it's seniors at their game Thursday, Oct. 6, against
Paducah Tilghman. Senior activities will be held in-between
the JV and Varsity games with the JV game beginning at 6
p.m. Seniors being honored are Katlyn Cook, Kristen Dennis,
Dera Hale, Allison Rogers, Taylor Stallings, Lexie Watson and
Ashleigh Wolfe.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thesday. Thursday and
Saturday from 8-9 p.m. and each Wednesday at 11 a.m. at St.
John's Episcopal Church, Murray. All meetings are open. For
more information, call Amanda at (270) 227-6645 or Chad at
(270) 873-7375.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham
at 753-6646.

Overeaters' Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all
types of eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30
p.m. at Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information, call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim
at (270) 623-8850.
KENTUCKY CIRCUIT COURT CLERK EXAMINATION
The qualifying examination for the 2012 election for the office of circuit court
clerk will be administered by the Administrative Office of the Courts(AOC)on
December 3, 2011 at the Embassy Suites in Lexington, Kentucky This is the
only date and location for the exam
Pre-registration qualifications, study matenals and other details regarding the
exam are available at www kycourts net. The deadline tor pre-registrabon. which
is mandatory. is November 9. 2011
Questions regarding the exam should be directed to AOC at (502) 573-2350
ext 40517 or oruitclerkstest@kycourts net

Dr.and Mrs. Elliot Neuman
Whitney Elizabeth Tucker, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Steven Ray
Tucker,of Owensboro, and Dr. Elliot Douglas Neuman. son of Dr.
and Mrs. Douglas McGuire Neuman of Lexington. were married at
seven o'clock on June 1 1 • 2011. at the Cathedral of Christ the King,
Lexington. The Reverend Gino Michaelangelo Donatelli officiated.
Music was provided by Gerry Zunigat vocalist. Brian Hunt,organist. Paul Hickner, trumpeter and the Chevy Chase Ensemble. The
reception followed at the Lexington Convention Center Bluegrass
Ballroom.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Joann Parker Edmonds.of
Murray, and the late Mr. William Thomas Edmonds, and Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Ray Tucker,of Madisonville. The groom is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carmichael. and Mr. and Mrs.
Emler Albin Neuman, all of Louisville.
Mary Elizabeth Elliott Orr served as matron of honor and
Elizabeth Anne Youngman and Christy Lynn Hruska served as
maids of honor. Bridesmaids were Jennifer Yue Barber. of
Louisville, Lauren Allison Collins, of Louisville, Meagan Givens
Conrad.of Hopkinsville,Cara Christina DeLeon.of Savannah.Ga.,
Rachel Christine Hatteberg,of Charlotte, N.C.,Keeli Reiss Johnson,
of Atlanta, Ga., Sarah Elizabeth Murphy, of Bowling Green. and
Lindsay Estes Spies, of Louisville. Flower girls were Zoe Matisse
Barker,of Owensboro,Abigail Ann Gaines,cousin of the groom,of
Paducah. and Addison Riley Vieth, niece of the groom. of
Lexington. Ring Bearers were Garrison Ryan Barker. of
Owensboro, William Daniel Gaines, cousin of the groom, of
Paducah, and Judson Brian Vieth, nephew of the groom, of
Lexington. Serving as best men were William Tyler Montell, of
Louisville, Allan Richard Watson Jr., of Lexington. and John
Nathaniel Willis, of Shelbyville. Groomsmen were Brandon Foster
Adams, of Lexington, William Allen Booher. of Tuscaloosa, Ala..
Jason Albert DeMastes,of Shelbyville, Matthew Henry Gosnell, of
Louisville, David Tyler Roberts, of Oxford. Miss.. Nathan Vincent
Simon, of Lexington, Vincent Arthur Tew, of Versailles: and
Jonathan Michael Webb, of New York. Ushers were Austin Logan
Adams,cousin of the bride,of Murray,Christopher Eladio DeLeon.
of Augusta, Ga., Derek Eladio DeLeon, of Atlanta, Ga., Amul
Manila! Shah of Milwaukee, Wis., and Neil Ross Tucker. cousin of
the bride,of Paducah. Greeters were Madison Elisse Adams,cousin
of the bride,of Murray,and Kelsey Mackenzie Tucker.cousin of the
bride, of Paducah. Scriptures were read by Morgan Kaye Baugh.of
Lexington, and Kathryn Neuman Vieth, sister of the groom. of
Lexington.
The bride is a graduate of Daviess County High School. the
University of Kentucky where she received her bachelor of science
degree in communication,and Bluegrass Community and Technical
College where she received her associate in applied science degree
in dental hygiene. She is a member of Chi Omega. She is currently
employed as a registered dental hygienist at Pearson Justice Dental.
The groom is a graduate of Sayre School, the University of
Kentucky where he received his bachelor of science degree in biology, and the University of Kentucky College of Dentistry where he
receRed his Doctor of dental medicine degree. He is a member of
Delta Tau Delta. The groom is currently a resident in the graduate
program at the University of Kentucky College of Dentistry.
The couple honeymooned in St. Lucia and now resides in
Lexington.

Benefit fish fry to be held Thursday
The first ever C.A. Jones
Management Group community fish fry to benefit the American Heart Association will be
Thursday, Oct. 13, in the Dan's
parking lot, Chestnut St., Murray.The silent auction will begin
at 11 a.m.

Carry-out lunches will be
available from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. Delivery will be available to orders of 10 or more.
Tickets are $10 and may be
purchased at Elements, Vintage Rose Emporium. University Book & Bean and Dan's
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The 2nd Annual Reformation
Celebration at New Covenant
Christian Academy,Hardin, will
be held Friday, Oct. 28.
The historical focus is on the
life and times of William
Tyndale, a Bible translator and
martyr who lived in England in
the 1500's. The academy will
provide "shoppes" which relate
to the time period of Tyndale,
including pottery. stained glass,
candlemaking. blacksmith, and
more. Students will also participate in games of Bible smuggling, archery, and other period
specific entertainment. After a
morning of shopping and
games, students sit down to
enjoy a feast for lunch with the
menu ranging from assorted
cheeses and breads to roasted
chicken or turkey legs.
New Covenant Christian
Academy welcomes elementary
homeschoolers to attend the
school event at no charge, but
attendees must pre-register in
order to participate. For more
information or to register. call
(270)437-3170.

Knit-wits
will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group
will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in
the Community Room of the
Public
County
Calloway
Library. Knitters of all levels
are welcome.
For more information, call
Dot at 753-4803.

Just in time for Homecoming Si MSU
we have received some very pretty
leather jackets with matching ribbed
turtle necks, beautiful colors.
If you're looking for an outfit that's
both comfy and cute, try a dark rinse
skinny jean with a vintage style tee.
Wide-leg jeans or boot cut jeans can
elongate the leg. Paired with a shorter
style jacket, make a statement.
We have some very good looking fur
trimmed vests and sweater coats that
will transition perfectly into colder
weather without being too heavy. Fur
trirruned handbags are big this season.
Animal print anything is being
shown a lot paired with jeans, jacket.
hats and tee's. You'll love the look.
Luxurious cableknit sweaters are perfect for ballgames or an evening by the
fire. We have a lot of great colors.
Don't forget to accessonze with
scarves this season, they can be wont in
many ways to change the look of the
outfit.
October 13,from I I 30-2:30,we will
be having a fun afternoon with an
accessory clinic, learn to change your
wardrobe up and how to wear this season's most popular accessory pieces.
Also on October 20, we will have a
glamour and skin care clinic to get
ready for the changing season. More
details next week.
New merchandise including NYD.1
jeans on sale 35% off,as well as jackets
and tops.
Congratulations to Leigh Ann
Russell who won this week's giveaway
Be sure to go'to Facebook and click on
"Like" to be registered for the giveaway
or come in the store.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report...
P.S. Ask us about our fabulous leggings and new pants Kathie Lee on the
Today Show loves them.
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Christian
Academy
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The family of Christine Graham Sherman invites you to
join them in wishing Christine a very Happy Birthday today,
Oct. 5. She has always been an inspiration to all that know
and love her. Her mind is clear, her spirit strong, she takes
care of herself, and she is still beautiful! No formal celebration is planned, but cards and notes would certainly be enjoyed
by Christine.

IINOOPle

KRIDER PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 650 Volunteer or •Parts, IN
Tickets: $15 each
Available at: The Paris Post-Intelligence', 208 E. Wood St. or
Lakeway IGA, Lakeway Village Shopping Center,[Wood St.
ORDER BY PHONE: 731-642-1162 ws4 kge OrSCOVElt
5411 FEE APPLIED ro All PHONE ORDERS
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2011 LEACHMAN BUICK-GMC-CADILLACIKHSAA STATE GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS

That's all she wrote
CALLOWAY COUNTY FAILS TO
MAKE CUT BUT DANIEL HARPER
MOVES ON AS INDWIDUAL
By WES WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
Before Tuesday afternoon,
Jared Brown wasn't a wellknown player in Calloway
County. A sophomore golfer on
a South Warren team nearly
two and a half hours east on 124, Brown was the last thing
on the Lakers minds' when
they set out on their treck to
the state championship. He
still is ... sort of. After finishing their day early as one of
the first teams into the clubhouse, the Lakers had lots of
anxiety in store for them
Tuesday afternoon as they
would have to wait out nearly
the entire field to find out if
they would advance to the final
round of the State Tournament.
What a wait it would be. After
,checking in at 16th out of the
gates, the Lakers watched team
after team finish - some in
front, some behind - before
they would get their answer.
With only two teams left on the
course and Calloway sitting in
a two-way tie for 13th place, it
would come down to just one
player standing between the
Lakers and the cut line.
Luckily for South Warren,
Brown was that player.
With Christian Academy of
Louisville comfortably near
the top of the pack, Calloway
needed a big collapse from
South Warren to edge their
way in but it never came.
Brown, the last Spartan on the
course with three holes to play,
found himself trying to hold
down his team's narrow four
stroke lead but that's just what
he did. With three pars in as
many holes the Spartans were
moving on and the Lakers
were going home.
Still, after his team wrapped
up their round early Calloway
head coach Steve Smith said
worrying about things they
couldn't control anymore
would not be something they
would be doing.
"We really didn't (watch the
File photo / Murray Ledger & Tunes scoreboard) for a while,"
Despite his team's loss in the first round of the state championship, Daniel Harper, seen Smith said."We left the course
here in last year's regional championship, will live on to fight another day as an individ- and the first thing we said is,
ual.
'We're not going to sit here and

watch the scoreboard all day'
so we went and ate as a team
and went back to the hotel. As
it started getting closer to the
end everybody just started
gathering down in our room
and it was kind of neat. If we
had made the cut I think that
would be a memory a lot of
them would have but now it's
going to be a bitter memory.
It's tough to break the news but
they all have iPhones so they
would have been keeping up
on it on their own. They were
disappointed and rightfully so
but we've had a pretty good run
the last three years and now
we'll start building again."
As for their play, Smith said
he was worried about an opening stretch of holes but noted
they weathered it only to meet
their match on the back nine.
"I was really worried about
getting through the first four
holes," Smith said. "There's a
couple of them there that are
pretty tricky and it was early. I
thought if we can get through
the first four holes as a team at
about four or five over we
might be okay but No.4 got us
We took a couple of double
(bogeys) on one that got us oft
to a bad start and then No. 4
got us for either a double or
triple. We made the turn and it
looked like all the scores were
up but, of course, we were in
the morning group and those
ate the highest team scores
anyway. Really, I felt like
holes 10, I 1 and 12 did us in.
Rather than getting off to a
good start on the back, I think
we played them at like probably 12 over as a team. We took
a triple, two or three doubles
and just really didn't get off to
a good start on the back but
surprisingly enough we played
the last three holes as a team
pretty close to even par, just
one or two over. As bad as we
played we were watching the
scores online and all the kids
were in the hotel room and we
were keeping track of
Covington Catholic and then
South Warren and we missed it
•See STATE,7A

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL: PHILLIES 3, CARDINALS 2

St. Louis wastes chances
in heartbreaker to Philly
By AM SALTER
Associated Press
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Albert
Pujols did his part and the
Cardinals had plenty of
chances.
They just never came up
with that big hit.
St. Louis stranded 14 runners
and squandered a bases-loaded
threat in the eighth inning with
Pujols on deck during a 3-2 loss
to the Philadelphia Phillies in
Game 3 of their National
League playoff Tuesday.
It was a huge missed opportunity for the Cardinals, who
also wasted a strong showing by
starter Jaime Garcia. He had the
Phillies shut out on four hits
until
Ben
pinch-hitter
Francisco's three-run homer
with two outs in the seventh
provided all the offense for
Philadelphia.
"It was a heartbreaker,"
Pujols said. "Jaime was cruising
pretty much the whole game.
Just one ball up, a good swing
and there you go, out of the
park."
Trailing 2-1 in the best-offive matchup, the Cardinals
must win Wednesday to send
the series back to Philadelphia

for a decisive fifth game. Edwin
Jackson, acquired at the trade
deadline, starts for St. Louis
against Roy Oswalt,
Cole Hamels pitched six
shutout innings for the win,
striking out eight, but the
Cardinals put runners on base in
each of those innings with five
hits, three walks and a hit batter.
After Hamels left, St. Louis got
a run in the seventh on David
Freese's two-out single off
Vance Worley, but left the
potential tying runs on base
when Yadier Molina flied out
softly to right.
St. Louis loaded the bases in
the eighth. Ryan Theriot, who
was 4 for 5, led off with a single. An out later, Matt Holliday
— limited to pinch-hitting duty
because of a finger injury —
singled off Brad Lidge, and
Rafael Furcal followed with a
single.
But closer Ryan Madson
carne in and Allen Craig's smash
to second was turned into a double play.
It was no huge surprise: St.
Louis hit into a National
League-record 169 double plays
during the regular season.
'That'' the first time I've

used Madson for four outs or
five outs," Phillies manager
Charlie Manuel said. "I figured
the game was right there on the
line and we had to stop them."
St. Louis cut the margin to 32 in the ninth on Pujols' third
double of the game — he also
went 4 for 5 — and a two-out
single by Molina. But Theriot
bounced to second to end the
game with the potential tying
run at first.
The Phillies got a leadoff single from Shane Victorino in the
seventh and he moved up on a
passed ball. Garcia got two outs
before Cardinals manager Tony
La Russa opted to intentionally
walk No.8 batter Carlos Ruiz to
bring up Hamels' spot.
Manuel countered with
Francisco, who was 1 for 18 in
his previous postseason at-bats
and 1 for 9 lifetime against
Garcia.
Ruiz "just terrorizes us." La
Russa said. "And he'd already
hit two balls hard. I made the
decision. Francisco has had a
tough time with Jaime. It really
wasn't a tough call."
Garcia threw only 74 pitches
through six innings, but needed
•See CARDINALS, 7A
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Racer Sports in Brief

Rifle places
fourth in
competition
at Ole Miss
MURRAY STATE
PLACES FOUR
SHOOTERS AT 570
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State rifle
team competed over the
weekend at the Ole Miss
Invitational in Oxford. Miss.,
and came home with a fourth
place finish in the field of 14
teams.
The Racers finished with
an aggregate 4629. MSU fired
a 2292 to finish fourth in the
smallbore competition and a
2337 in air rifle for another
fourth place finish.
"I thought we had a pretty
good weekend. We did a lot of
things right," MSU Head
Coach Alan Lollar said. "I
thought we shot the sling
positions at a good level for
this time of the year. We
expect to get better as we go
along, but we started at pretty
good place."
The Racers placed four
shooters at 570(600 is a perfect score) and above in
smallbore led by Kaitlin
Cleven's 575, while Kyle
Doman and Bill Harvey each
carded 573. Kelsey anme
added a 571, while Ashley
Rose scored a 566. Cleven
was MSU's top finisher with a
seventh place finish in field of
87 shooters.
Cleven led the way for
MSU in air rifle with a 590
(and a third place finish), with
Caroline Barber adding 584,
Kyle Donnan a 582 and
Ashley Rose a 581. Bill
Harvey set a personal record
for the second straight week
with a 580, while Emme
added 577.
"Our air rifle was a little
down and we weren't as consistent as we need to be,"
Lollar added. "But Katie had
a nice air day with a 590."
Nevada
(4662),
Jacksonville State (4641),
Mississippi (4629), Murray
State (4629) and Memphis
(4608) made up the top-5 in
the event.
The Racers return to action
Saturday when they host
Alaska - Fairbanks at 8 a.m.
in the Pat Spurgin Range at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
"We are looking forward to
hosting a great University of
Alaska Fairbanks team this
weekend,- Lollar said. "They
are always tough and we look
forward to the challenge of
shooting against one of the
best."
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Racers pick
up 3-1 win
over SIU Edwardsville

JEFF ROBERSON / Associated Press
St. Louis Cardinals' Yadier Molina hangs his head after
flying out to end the seventh inning of Game 3 of baseball's National League division series against the
Philadelphia Phillies on Tuesday, Oct. 4, 2011.

Ben MU Milks
The Murray State volleyball team broke a two-match
losing streak, with a 3-1 (2325. 27-25, 25-22, 25-22) win
over SIU Edwardsville in
Racer Arena.
The Racers (4-14, 4-3
OVC)were led by sophomore
Casey Bucher. The Leopold,
, native tallied her first
double-double, with a
-best 11 kills and a sea10 digs. Bucher also
a career-high .450(11k-2e), added three assists and
blocks.
Sophomore
Wendi Zickfield paced the
team with a career-best 21 kills and a .302 (21k-8e-43ti) See RACERS,7A
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Philadelphia had two thirdinning hits on balls that seemed
26 more in the seventh.
Hamels seemed to labor at to be affected by visibility — a
times, throwing 117 pitches and single by Ruiz that bounced
working in and out of trouble. over the head of Freese after the
He struck out Freese with two third baseman took a step in.
on to end the first and got and a soft liner by Jimmy
Garcia on a groundnut with two Rollins that center fielder John
on to end the fourth. Hamels Jay lost in the sun. But Chase
also fanned Garcia with two on Utley grounded out to end the
threat.
to end the sixth.
With 102 regular-season
The late-afternoon start crewins, Philadelphia is now a
ated a mix of blinding sunshine
game from advancing to the NL
and dark shadows that gave
championship series. But La
both pitchers an early advanRussa said his team, which
tage. Hitters seemed to struggle
fought back from a 101/2-game
at times to pick up the spin of
deficit in late August to make
pitches. About a month ago,
the playoffs as the wild card,
after an afternoon home loss to won't
give up.
the Brewers, several Cardinals
"The club has responded,"
players complained about the La Russa said. "The heart
and
shadows and urged against guts that this club has demonscheduling
late-afternoon strated, rallying like they did, is
games.
just off the charts. No doubt in
Fielders had a hard time my mind you'll see that again
dealing with the visibility, too. tomorrow."

by three strokes."
Though they didn't make it
as a team, one Laker will continue play as Daniel Harper's
tie for 34th was good enough
to qualify him as an individual.
Smith said he was happy for
his senior but hated that his
other two had to hang up their
spikes early. The three will
leave a huge hole next season.
"I'm proud for Daniel but I
hate it for Hunter and Ryan,"
he said."Hunter missed by one
stroke and that's a tough pill to
swallow. He's had as good a
career at golf at Calloway as
anybody so he's got a lot to
hang his hat on. (That said,)
you don't replace Daniel or
Hunter bt Ryan. Daniel and
Hunter, they've had three years
as a team and both of them
came as an individual. Those
guys had four trips to the state
tournament, eight between
them, so you can't replace that
over night."
The boys' misfortune may
end up playing to the girls'
favor though as Smith has got-

Staff Raped
Things started off well
enough for the Murray High
Tigers but turned ugly quick in
the second half as a pair of
Purple Flash goals were enough
to put Lone Oak over the top.
The first Lone Oak goal
would come by way of the air as
they would strike off a free kick
that met the head of defender
Harley Andrews.
They would add another
nearly 22 minutes later as Cory
Adams found his way into the
scorebook on an unassisted goal.
Despite the loss, the Tigers

would actually outshoot Lone
Oak on goal, recording eight
shots as opposed to seven.
Adam Melton added five
saves in goal for the Tigers
while Jacob Barnes recorded
seven of his own for the Purple
Flash.
The loss pushes the Tigers
overall record to 11-7-1 but with
it not being a district game it
won't affect their seeding in the
district tournament.
Murray will now have the
rest of the week off as their next
game will come in the district
tournament.

PREP GIRLS SOCCER

•State
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Murray High upended as
Lone Oak cruises 2-0

ten a chance to see the course
in action. They will have to
avoid a problem the boys
found to be all too real - the
hard greens.
"We're going to have to
make sure we stay below the
hole," Smith said. "These
greeens are fast and I don't see
how they can slow up much by
the time the girls get here. If
our girls hit fairways and put
themselves in good spots that's
going to help but as a team
we're not really long off the
tee so if we can play to the
front of the greens and get up
and down as much as we can
and avoid the big numbers, I
think, that will help us."
Still, that's no consolation
for the boys but after a successful season they'll get
another shot next season to
make a return appearance.
After losing three of their top
five, that will be a tall task but
as the Lakers have shown in
recent years you can never
count Calloway County out.

Calloway rallies in second
half, wins 3-0 over Caldwell
Staff Report
an assist from Megan Pittenger
Wrapping up district play last . Scarbrough would record an
week, the Calloway County assist on the next goal, playing
Lady Lakers returned to the the ball to Montana Rowland,
pitch today to take on non-dis- who powered home a shot to
trict foe Caldwell County. make it 2-0 Lady Lakers.
Despite standing 0-0 at interAdrian Herndon would pick
mission, Calloway blew it open up an unassisted goal as well to
in the second, notching three close the scoring for Calloway.
goals for the win.
The win caps a six game
The first came by way of unbeaten streak in which
Hannah
Scarbrough
who Calloway has secured five wins
picked up the opening goal off and a draw.

tate volleytwo-match
I a 3-1 (2325-22) win
rdsville in

Raverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY .753-3415

Prep Boys Soccer
Tonight
Henderson Co 2. Marshall Co 0
Lone Oak 2. Murray. 0
Caldwell Co 5 Community Christian 0

Texas 3, Tamps Bay 1
Friday, Sept 30 Tampa Bay 9, Texas 0
Saturday. Oct 1 Texas 8 Tampa Bay 6
Monday Oct 3 Texas 4 Tampa Bay 3
Tuesday Oct 4 Texas 4, Tampa Bay 3

Prep Girls Soccer
Tonight
Marshall Co 2 Lone Oak 0
Mayfield 7 Reidland 0
Graves Co 2 Hopkinsville 0
Calloway C, 3 Cardwell Co 0

National League
Philadelphia 2, St. Louis 1
Saturday Oct 1 Philadelphia 11. St
Louis 6
Sunday, Oct 2 St Louts 5
Philadelphia 4
Tuesday Oct 4 Philadelphia 3 St
Louis 2
Wednesday Oct 5 Philadelphia
(Oswalt 9-10) at St Louis (Jackson 129), 6 07 p m
x-Friday Oct 7 St Louis (Carpenter
11-9) at Philadelphia. 7.07 or 7.37 p.m.
Milwaukee 2, Arizona 1
Saturday. Oct. 1 . Milwaukee 4, Arizona
1
Sunday, Oct. 2' Milwaukee 9. Anzona 4
Tuesday. Oct. 4. Arizona 8, Milwaukee
1
Wednesday, Oct 5 (Wolf 13-10) at
Anzona (Saunders 12-13), 837 p.m
x-Friday. Oct 7 Anzona at Milwaukee,
4 07 or 7 07 p m

Maior League Baseball
All Times CDT
DIVISION SERIES
(Best-of-5 x -if necessary)
American League
Detroit 2, New York 2
Friday. Sept. 30 Detroit 1, New Your 1,
112 innings susp rain
Saturday. Oct 1 New York 9, Detroit 3,
comp of susp game
Sunday Oct. 2: Detroit 5. New York 3
Monday. Oct. 3: Detroit 5. New York 4
Tuesday, Oct 1: New York 10. Detroit 1
Thursday. Oct. 6: Detroit (Fister 11-13)
at New York (Nova 16-4). 707 p.m.

MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL

From Page 6A
hitting percentage. Senior Teresa
Krog
and
junior
Cassy
Woolverton each added 15 kills
each.
Junior Lia Havili recorded her
seventh double-double of the
year, with 57 assists and 14 digs.
Sophomore Katlyn Hudson led
the defense, with a career-best 31
digs.

MSU started out the first set
with a 3-0 run and then pushed
ahead to an 11-6 advantage with a
few small nms. The Racers lead
was extended to six (19-13),
before the Cougars (7-13, 2-6
OVC)went on a 9-0 run that gave
them a 22-19 advantage. MSU
fought back with a 3-0 run to tie
the set at 22, but S1UE went on a
final 3-0 run to earn the 25-23
win.

Six area players earn honors
Staff Report
Dickerson (65), Peyton Glynn
Six local middle school (21) and Des Jahvonni Miles
players will have some new (5) earned the honors while
accomplishments to add to
Dalton Colson (411, Jacob
their honors this week after
being named to the West Friedrich (35), and Trace
Kentucky Middle School All- Weatherly (5) picked up the
Conference
Team. From recognition for Calloway
Murray
Middle
Corey Middle.

PEPPERS AUTOMOTIVE PRE•OWNED SPECIALS
2010 TOYOTA HIGHLANDER SE 2010 TOYOTA COROLLA LE
26,000 MILES

2009 NISSAN 370Z

40,000 MILES
Alloy Wheels.
Spoiler

3,000 MILES

CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED

Stk #P7959

Stk #P7957

$28,975

$14,970

$279398

Heated Leather, Moonroof,
Alloy Wheels. Stk. #TT1326A

PW PL CD
Automatic

61)TOYOTA

2010 CHEVROLET SILVERADO LT
28,000 MILES
Crew Cab
Z-71 4x4

2008 CHEVROLET
AVALANCHE LTZ

2011 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5S

70.000
MILES

Stk. #P7967

$17,996
2010 NISSAN SENTRA
31,000 MILES
T/C. PW
PL, CD

2005 PONTIAC GTO

4x4. Heated
Leather.
Moonroof.
20" Wheels

62,000 MILES
6.0L V-8, Spoiler. Leather,
Tinted Windows

Stk #P7969

Stk. #P7961

$13,978
2004 F-150 FX4

Stk. ft
01106613

97,990

2010 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING 2006 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED

98,000 MILES
Extended Cab.
4x4

48,000 MILES
Herni, 4x4, Moonroof,
Heated Leather, New Tires.

6,000 MILES
Stow-N-Go, TV,DVD. Heated Leather,
Moy Wheels. Stk #CC1233A

$169398

Jeep]

•

Stk. #P7963

$25,950

2008 DODGE RAM 1500 BIG HORN

2008 JEEP WRANGLER X 4X4

37,000 MILES
Hemi, 20" Chrome Wheels.

21,000 MILES
4 Door Hard Top, Automatic, 20" Wheels,
Tinted Windows. Stk. ICP1151A

Stk. 4ICT11058
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Saturday, October 8th
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from 8am - 9pm!
416„

FREE Hot Dogs, Drinks & Balloons from 1 1 am-2pm
Live Radio Remote • FREE Prizes & Drawings
25 FREE Baskets of Groceries will be Given Away!
Proud Supporter of St. Jude's Pin A Pumpkin Program

'
10

Check Out These Specials!
Whole Ribeye Loins

SUCED $399 lam
2
FREE!

Williams Sausage
Patties 3 lb.

Family Pack
Ground Beef
$1 59 per lb. Lair

$699 ur

per lb
p.

2
-44

Lettuce

Bananas

Idaho Potatoes

Yellow Onions

88'

33'

2P5

per head

99'

per lb.

10 lb. bag

3 lb. bag

Goldenrod
2% Gallon Milk

All 12-packs
Pepsi Products

Bunny Bread
100% Whole Wheat 16 oz.

All Varieties
RC 2-Liters

$1 99

4110

99e!ch

9,

Panner

Kurtz

Creamy Peanut
Butter 18 oz.

Original Steak
Sauce 10 oz.

$1 99

$1 59

Deer Park
World's Fair
Spring Water 3 liter Chocolate Syrup 24 oz.
$100
each

$1 99
• each

I each

603 South 12th St.
Murray, KY
270-753-9881
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More than 1 in 10 parents
skip, delay kids'shots
By LINDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Writer
CHICAGO AP)
age 6.
L:hildren should ha‘c
lions against 14 diseases. in at
least two dozen separate doses.
the U.S. government advises.
More than 1 in 10 parents reject
that, refusing some shots or
delaying others mainly because
of safety concerns, a national
survey found.
Worries about vaccine safety
were common even among parents whose kids were fully vaccinated: 1 in 5 among that group
said they think delaying shots is
safer than the recommended
schedule. The results suggest
that more than 2 million infants
and young children may not be
fully protected against preventable diseases, including some
that can be deadly or disabling.
The nationally representative
online survey of roughly 750
parents of kids age 6 and
younger was done last year and
results were released online
Monday in
the journal
Pediatrics. They are in line with
a larger federal survey released
last month,showing that at least
1 in 10 toddlers and preschoolers lagged on vaccines that
included chickenpox and the
measles-mumps-rubella combination shots. That survey, also
for 2010, included more than
17,000 households.
The Pediatrics survey follows
other recent news raising concerns among infectious disease
specialists, including a study
showing the whooping cough
vaccine seems to lose much of
its effectiveness after just three
years — faster than doctors
have thought — perhaps contributing to recent major outbreaks, most notably in
California. Also, data reported
in September show that a record
number of kindergartners' parents in California last year used
a personal belief exemption to
avoid vaccination requirements.
' Kandace O'Neill is a
Lakeville, Minn.. mom whose
views are shared by many parents who don't follow federal
vaccine advice. Her 5-year-old
son has had no vaccinations
since he turned 1, and her 7daughter
month-old
has
received none of the recommended shots.
"I have to make sure that my
child is healthy, and I do not
want to put medications in my
child that I think are going to
harm them," said O'Neill, who
was not involved in the survey
appearing in Pediatrics.
O'Neill said she's not an
extreme anti-vaccine zealot. She

just thinks that parents — not
doctors or schools — should
make medical decisions for their
children.
Study author Dr. Amanda
Dempsey, a pediatrician and
researcher at the University of
Michigan, said vaccine skepticism is fueled by erroneous
information online and media
reports that sensationalize misconceptions. These include the
persistent belief among some
parents about an autism-vaccine
link despite scientific evidence
to the contrary and the debunking of one of the most publicized studies that first fueled
vaccine fears years ago.
Some parents also dismiss the
severity of vaccine-preventable
diseases because they've never
seen a child seriously ill with
those illnesses.
But vaccine-preventable diseases including flu and whooping cough can be deadly, especially in infants, said Dr. Buddy
Creech. associate director of
Vanderbilt University's Vaccine
Research Program. Creech has
two school-aged children who
are fully vaccinated and a newborn he said will be given all the
recommended vaccinations.
"From being someone in the
trenches seeing children die
every year from influenza and
its complications ... I would not
do a single thing to risk the
health of my kids," he said.
Creech has served on advisory
boards for vaccine makers and
has accepted their research
money.
Dempsey, the survey's lead
author, has been a paid adviser
to Merck on issues regarding a
vaccine for older children but
said that company made no contributions to the survey
research.
Knowledge Networks conducted the survey, which had an
error margin of plus or minus 5
percentage points.
Dr. Larry Pickering, an infectious disease specialist at the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, said the new survey
is important and well done, and
indicates that doctors need to do
a better job of communicating
vaccine information to patients.
Pickering said he supports the
idea of parents being actively
involved in medical care for
their children, but cautioned:"If
they're going to do that, they
need to be fully informed about
the risks and benefits of vaccines and need to obtain the
information from a valid
source."
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Photo by Melony Bray / Murray-Calloway County Hospital
WALKING IN SUPPORT: Pictured are Murray-Calloway County Hospital employees and supporters that participated in
the
recent ALS Walk at the CFSB Center.

MCCH recognizes Breast Cancer Awareness
Month; local luncheon planned for Oct. 21
Special to the Ledger
While breast cancer affects
people throughout the year,
October has been marked as a
month of heightened awareness
of the disease and those it
impacts, in hopes of moving
closer to eventually finding a
cure.
In addition. October is also
used as a reminder to women to
make sure they are keeping up
with preventative and early
detection measures against

breast cancer. At MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Mammography Department, the
staff knows first-hand how vital
early detection is. Thanks to
new digital mammography technology, early detection is faster
and much more accurate.
Radiologists can view and
manipulate the images and
detect smaller changes that may
be early signs of cancer.
During the month of October,
MCCH's mammography depart-

ment will be giving away a pink
vanity bag to each patient
scheduled for a mammogram
and a grand prize basket will be
awarded at the end of the month.
On Friday, Oct. 21, National
Mammography Day, community members and employees of
MCCH are invited to show support for Breast Cancer
Awareness Month by wearing
pink: In celebration of the day,
MCCH and University Book
and Bean are partnering to host

a Breast Cancer Awareness
Luncheon beginning at 11 a.m.
in the Murray Room at the
CFSB Center.The guest speaker.
at the event is Mary Beth Hall,'
author of "Lessons from a Bald.
Chick."
For more information or to
reserve a spot at the luncheon,
call the Marketing Dept. at 762-;
1381.

Spergin director of MCCH Rehabilitation Services
Special to the Ledger
Randy SIN:1gal has been
named
director
of
Rehabilitation Services at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
Spergin comes to MCCH from
Dresden, Tenn., where he was
the Rehabilitation director at
Reconnect Therapy Solutions.
Prior to that, he served as
Rehabilitation manager at
Peoplefirst Rehabilitation in
long-term care facilities in west
Tennessee and has worked at
Belmont University as an
adjunct faculty member of the
OccuOational
Therapy
Department. He has also
worked as an occupational therapist and assistant at several
facilities in northwest Tennessee
and is a pain management specialist and certified lymphedema therapist.
"Randy brings a talented skill
set to our rehab department and
we are excited to have him on
our team at MCCH," said Jerry
Penner,CEO of MCCH.
Spergin holds numerous
degrees in his field, including a

of
Master
Occupational
Therapy and
of
Bachelor
Science
in
Health Science
f r om
University of
Findlay
in
Findlay, Ohio,
and
an Spergin
Associate
of
Applied
Science
in
Occupational Therapy from
Shawnee State University in
Portsmouth, Ohio.
"I am looking forward to
working with the staff at MCCH
to provide rehab services to the
community," Spergin said. "We
have an excellent group of
employees who provide rehabilitation services for many departments in the hospital. The thing
I love about rehab is how it
encompasses all stages of life,
from pediatric care to geriatric
care."
For more information on rehabilitation services at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, call
762-1139.

BRIDGES
FAMILY CENTER

We offer affordable counseling services
for children, adolescents, adults &families.
Katrina Coffelt, LPCC,NCC • Ashle), Champion,LPCA

Call 270-761-5804
to make an appointment.
We Accept Most Insurances • Sliding Scale Rates Available

Urgent news for DIABETICS with

BLADDER CANCER
Photo provided

CANDY GIVEN: Members of the executive team at MurrayCalloway County Hospital recently passed out candy from the
Kiwanis Club to staff in various departments in the hospital.
Pictured are employees in the Inpatient Pharmacy.

The diabetes drug, ACI`Of3., has been linked to an increased
risk of bladder cancer. If you or a loved one has been
diagnosed with bladder cancer after taking ACTOS.,
ACTOplus met., ACTOplus MET.ER or duetact., call us now
at 1-800-THE-EAGLE about monetary compensation. No
fees or costs until your case settles. We practice law only in
Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout the U.S.
GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
y • •
1 -800-THE-EAGLE
(1 -800-843-3245)
v. WW. sootheea

Calloway County Chapter

Every Donation Brings Hope

BETTER BUILT GARAGES INC.
BETTER BUILT BUILDINGS
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987
Custom Built Garages & Post Frame Buildings

We Sell & Install Metal & Shingle Roofing
E-Mail: betterbuilt@wk.riet
Web: bbgarages.com

VL ASSOCIATES SURVEYORS
RC

FREE

our customers for their patronage since 1991
and Unite you to isit our 11('‘‘ building at

Estimates
On Site Consultation
Written Warranty

to thank

400 Industrial Rd. West in the Spruce Street Industrial Park.
Our phone number is still 270-753-S050. NN e hope
u ill consider us for all ol
our stir%e lug needs and ‘‘e look long ard to continuing, to %me our communit.
C Thomas Dowdy

()1 ei
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Apt ,i tr.

Joseph E. Sons

Fro. - 888-852-3451
• Toll
Phone- 270-674-5530Welber,
KY
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
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Lots For Rent
Fmwts For Sale
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Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehtcles
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Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
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Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
$13.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE
VS.

ANGELA K. MCCUISTON, UNKNOWN SPOUSE
OF ANGELA K. MCCUISTON, LIEN SOLUTIONS, LLC,
TAX EASE LIEN SERVICING, LLC, COUNTY OF
CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY,FIRST HORIZON HOMES
LOANS, DIVISION OF FIRST TENNESSEE BANK
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

JAMES D. TUCKER, a/k/a JAMES DENNIS TUCKER,
LAURA TUCKER, U.S. BANK. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, N.D., .
DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of an In Rem Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on August 11, 2011, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $21,599.44, plus costs and interest,
etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.
October 21, 2011, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being 1411 North Fourth Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the West right of way of Old State Highway 641 and said
beginning point being 151 feet North of the Northwest corner of Steve Sexton's
lot; thence, from said beginning point West 450 feet to a stake: thence, north 145
feet to a stake; thence. East 450 feet to a stake in the West right of way of 641,
thence, South 175 feet to the point of beginning.
Angela K. McCuiston obtained title to the above-described real property by virtue
of a Special Warranty Deed from the Estate of Ruby Dell Mahan Hale, dated
April 24, 2003, of record in Book 486, Page 788, in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's office and by Quitclaim Deed from Richard A. McCuiston, dated
November 3,2003, of record in Book 524, Page 611, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2011 ad valorem taxes.
This 19th day of September, 2011
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 11, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $179,522.35, I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. October 21, 2011, at the hour of 10:00
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2004 Atkins Way, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
TRACT I: Lot No. 33 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivision in Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot is recorded in Plat Book 26, Page 29, Slide
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. Said Subdivision
is located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4, Township 1, Range 4 East.
TRACT II: Lot No. 30 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivision in Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot is recorded in Plat Book 26, Page 29, Slide
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. Said Subdivision is
located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4, Township 1, Range 4 East.
Being all of that property conveyed by deed from Joy A. Buckingham, et al.,
dated July 6, 2004, of record in Book 555, Page 147, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at
129 per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty 130/ days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.
This 19th day of September, 2011.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the Kentucky Resed Statutes the following information and supporting data may be inspected by the general public
at Calloway County Extension Office, 310 South Fourth Street, Murray,
Kentucky, on October 7. 2011 between the hours of 1:00 p.m and 2:00 p.m.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 11-CI-00200
COMMUNITY FINANCIAL SERVICES BANK,
PLAINTIFF,
VS.

Calloway County Extension District Board
PLAINTIFF'

NOTICE OF SALE

JACOB D. GIVENS, and his wife,
BRANDI L. GIVENS(f/k/a Brandi L. Butler)

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on August 17, 2011, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $34,122.02, plus costs and interest, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. October 21,
2011, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 17 Jessica
Lane, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Being Lot 5A of the Edwin E. and Gennieve Lewis property as platted in Plat
Book 19, Page 24, and replatted for subdividing in Plat Book 22, Page 98. Slide
2111, as recorded in Calloway County Clerk's Office. Formerly apart of property
described as:
A 1.014-acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of Trinity Engineering, Inc. of
Murray, Kentucky on July 19,1995 located on Seth Avenue approximately 4 miles
North of the City of Murray, Kentucky, and being known as Lot 5 of the Edwin E.
and Gennieve Lewis property (Minor Plat recorded in Plat Book 19, Page 24) and
being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a #4 rebar I set) 25 feet East of the centerline of Seth Avenue and
approximately 669.72 feet North of the centerline of Lassiter Road, said rebar
being the southwest corner of Lot 4 and the northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence North 89° 26 36" East for a distance of 468.33 feet with the south line of
Lot 4 to a #4 rebar (set), said rebar being the southeast corner of Lot 4 and the
northeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence South 02° 27' 34" East for a distance of 99.93 feet with the west line of
the Homer Williams property (Deed Book 89. Page 99) to a #4 rebar (set, said
rebar being the northeast corner of Lot 6 and the southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence South 88' 11' 06" West for a distance of 469.63 feet with the north line of
Lot 6 to a #4 rebar I set) 25 feet East of the centerline of Seth Avenue, said rebar
being the northwest corner of Lot 6 and the southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence North 02° 02' 42" West for a distance of 89.57 feet with the right-of-way
of Seth Avenue to the point of beginning.
Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record.

ily and showing them love and affection.
We are currently offering a bonus of up
to $500 and particiaption in our employee
discount program for all Foster Parents
who become certified through one of our
agencies.
Call today to learn more!
Carissa Hatton 270.527.8388 ext. 203

Full time Parks Program Services Supervisor
position available KY Dept. of Parks at Kentucky
Dam
Village
State
Resort
Park
located in Gilbertsville Kentucky.
This position supervises, researches, plans and
develops interpretive and/or recreational
programs to inform the public of the natural
history, cultural and recreational features of a
state park. Coordinates staff and recommends
programs which develop the full potential of the
parks resources; and performs other duties as
assigned.
Minimum requirements are Graduate of a
college or university with a bachelor's degree in
recreation, outdoor recreation, park resource
interpretation, physical education, history,
environmental education, biology, forestry,
botany, zoology, anthropology, archaeology,
area studies, cultural studies, art history,
geography, parks and recreation management
or administration, sociology, paleoanthropology
or a closely related field.
The ideal candidate should possess a strong
background in special event planning, aquatics
(pool and beach), teambuilding and budgeting.
Applicants and employees in this classification
may be required to submit to a drug screening
test and background check.
Applications may be completed at:
http://personnel.ky.goviemployment

Vice Chairman
Jim Rudolph
94 Alex Fork Rd.
Murray, KY 42071

Secretary
Conme Talent
268 Short Road
Almo, KY 42020

Treasurer
Tony Page
312 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

Members:
Judy Overbey
154 McDougal Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Robert Geurm
4970 Pottertown Rd
Murray, KY 42071

Linda Workman
439 Workman Rd.
Murray, KY 42071

Larry Elkins
Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071

Deadline for applications is October 7, 2012
"Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D"

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FOR FISCAL PERIOD 7-1-10 TO 6-30-11
Beginning Cash on Hand, 7-1-10
Receipts
Extension District Taxes
State Money
Transfer from Reserve .......
UK Reimbursement
Miscellaneous
Total Receipts

$135,774.55
$231,081.02
$0.00
............... . .$0.00
$1,593.55
$6,974.44
$239,649.01

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own hsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8. Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Full-time afternoon and
midnight shift positions
and part-time and PRN
positions are available
for Kentucky-licensed
RNs. Long-term care
experience is
preferred. We offer great
pay and benefits to fulltime associates, including medical coverage,
401(k) and paid vacation, sick days and holidays.
Cindy Ivy, Director of
HR
270-443-6543 I 270442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd. I
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_lvy@ LCCA.co
Visit us online at
LCCA.COM.
E0E/M/FN/D - 26873

WANTED, (
with flatbe
ence, 35c
mile. 270-22

HOUSE C
Please call
5806

MOM CON
Service
Repairs/I.
759.1

ANTIQUES,
753-3633

Want to bi
and non-rui
and trucks. I
PARTS 759.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tinies, Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
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CHRISTO
COINS
has
bar!
Trends-N-1
Buy/apprais
270-753-411

Sage aim(
sleeper.
$300. 227-6

WASHER
Broyhill fum
RAM
50
49,000 mile:
753-4109

Expenditures
Salaries
$105,216.00
Agents Travel
$24, 708.10
Office Operations/Maintenance
$53,980.19
Building Payments
$0.00
Transfer to Reserve ....................$30,000.00
Capital Improvements
$0.00
Total Expenditures
$213,904.29
Ending Balance, 6-30-10
Capital Improvement Reserve

Call 753-1916

$161,519.27
$177,787.21

I, the undersigned, Treasurer of Calloway County District Cooperative
Extension Education Fund, hereby certify that the above is a true and correct
record of the accounts of the Calloway County District Cooperative Extension
Education Fund, Murray, Kentucky, as of June 30, 2011
Tony Page, Treasurer
Calloway County District Cooperative Extension Educational Fund

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Give your car a brea •

Pick Up And Delvo
753-1801

LOLO S DESIGNS

BOOTH 229
TRENDS 8
TREASURES
978-3182
I I N. N.\ 1'1 \III\
1'114 II

I' •

\

SANDRA D'S house
dressing at Duncan's
Comerstore Cafe. 94E
976-5111

;Are you planning
Special Event or
need a place to
meet?
Lest the
Woodmen of
The World Hall
0)75,-4,71- Pay
01402-1100f- Hight

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be Just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

Full-time
preschool
teachers
needed
Apply at RTG 109 S
13th Street
NOW hiring local company now has several
full time positions available in our customer
service department, no
experience necessary
company training provided. Must be high
school grad and able to
start imed, all positions
are permanent with
rapid advance, position
starts at $489.00 per
week plus bonuses for
interview call
759-6675.

LA
SELE
USED AP
WARD-

o05 E Sou

(270) 7

**RENT TI
3BR, 2BA
land. $3,95(
$495/mo.
Hardin area.
615-397-31i

1997 Clayt
3BR. 2BA,
shingle roof
condition.
270-489-25'4.

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Notice

This 19th day of September, 2011
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Call Sc

Board Members:
Chairman
Mark Paschall
1434 Billy Paschall Rd.
Murray, KY 42071

Lot 5A is subject to a water well agreement with Lot 58 as recorded in Book 261,
Page 780, and a driveway agreement with Lots 4A, 4B and 5B as recorded in
Book 261. Page 783, both in the Calloway County Clerk's Office
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jacob D Givens and Brandi
L. Butler by deed dated July 24. 2010 and recorded in Book 840, Page 362,
Calloway County Clerk's Office_
Also included is a 1998 Clayton Explorer mobile home, VIN CLA043261TN.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis
of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shalt be required to
deposit with the commiaaioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in full within thirty (301 days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of gale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty (30) days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes ahall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2011 ad valorem
taxes.

By becoming a foster parent, you will
open your heart and home to a child in
need, inviting them to be part of your fam-

NOTICE OF SALE

s$5,000
owner o
.$1,000
Compar
•Compar
Plus pet
•Regionz
•Good \A
•Local, F
•Tank &
Must be

CHARGE NURSE
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah

P. Youth Services

NATIONAL CITY REAL ESTATE SERVICES, LLC,
Successor by Merger to National City Mortgage, Inc.
Fitia National City Mortgage Co.,

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00484

PLAINTIFF,

CITY OF MURRAY,

060

060

010
Legal
Nonce

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00200

VISA

lmrr

c&atrher
e
e
Subscribe to the
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES

LOST: Set of keys in
Warman parking lot
Sept 26 270-339-4092

Home Delivery

Jones
A.
C.
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the position of
Shipping
Wholesale
Coordinator. Shipping
experience is required.
visit
Please
www.chuckiones.net
for more information
and on how to apply,
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.
Days Inn now hiring
front desk. Apply in person only . 517 S. 12th
Street, Murray.

Local mail
tCallo..ay

6 mo..........--$55.00 3
6
1 yr....—.....$105.00
I yr.........

060
Help Wanted

2B8, newly'
near lake, nr
& water inch
plus deposit
last month d
signing 227

$105.00

e
Rest of KY/TN
Elik.hanant

4Puryear &

3 mo.— 440.00
6 mo.
480.00
1 yr.--.--4120.00
Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.........
6 mo. .....
1 yr...............$145.00

1 & 2BR ap
Partially finis
utilities paid
767-9037
1 OR 2br
downtown
Lease an
required.

1st Full Mo.

Callowa]
Essex

Apart

Money Order

1505 Dail

e

Name_
I BR &

I St. Address

270-75
TDD
Ext

City
I State

Zip

Equal cc

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

GARLAND
presently hi
room apart
able
Call
appoint met
270-753-29

er & Times
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060
Haip Wanted

Used Cars

GARLAND
RENTAL%

DRIVERS-

CC
QUAL TY
CARRIERS
Immediate Openings for
CDL-A drivers!

-Fn.9a.m.

- Mon.9a.m.

•$5,000 Sign-on BONUS for
owner operators
•$1,000 Sign-on BONUS for
Company Drivers
*Company Drivers Avg. $1,000
Plus per week
*Regional & OTR Lanes
*Good Weekly Hometime
*Local, Regional, & OTR
*Tank & Hazmat Required, or
Must be Willing to Obtain

-

- Tut lp.m.

- fied.12 p.m.

- Thur,12p.m.

VISA

lp Wanted

Help Wanted

afternoon and
shift positions
time and PRN
are available
ucky-licensed
ng-term care
ce is pre/e offer great
>enefits to fullciates, includcal coverage,
id paid vacadays and hol-

WANTED, CDL drive
with flatbed experience, 35; per loaded
mile. 270-227-2220

HOUSE CLEANING
Please call 270-293
5806
Computers

MOM COMPUTERS

y, Director of

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

6543 I 270Fax
e Oak Rd. I
KY 42003
Ivy@ LCCA.co

online at
)M.
N/D - 26873

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

AIMER

150

:cessing the
ated" section
classifieds
page at
edgercom,
be redirected
twork.com.
default,
ind local job
appear on
website.
as a national
ot all listings
network.com
.ed through
Tay Ledger
. Please call
u have any
is regarding
array area
S. Thank you.

Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N-Treasures
Buy/appraise
coins
270-753-4161
Sage microfiber - twin
sleeper. Like new.
$300. 227-6369
WASHER/DRYER,
Broyhill furniture, 1987
RAM
50
pick-up,
49.000 miles.
753-4109

1

111133Appliances

preschool
needed
RIG 109 S
et

ng local cornhas several
iositions availour customer
epartment, no
:e necessary
training prolust be high
ad and able to
i. all positions
manent with
ance, position
$489.00 per
s bonuses for
call

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

E S3u+h 1241
(270) 753-1713

-RENT TO OWN**
3BR, 2BA on extra
land. $3,950.00 down.
$495/mo. Murray and
Hardin area.
615-397-3171
1997 Clayton 16x80,
3BR. 2BA, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, excellent
condition.
270-489-2525
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

iH
MES

2BR, newly remodeled,
near lake, no pets. Gas
& water included $480plus deposit.
1st &
last month due at lease
signing. 227-0004

1 & 2BR apts for rent
Partially finished, some
utilities paid. No pets.
767-9037

Id Mail
allow ay

...-....$55.00
$105.00

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

ther Mail
rriptions

lit Full Mo. Rent Free

Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

Calloway
WC

a

1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

Cy

GARLAND

Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905. .

lent to:

nee

1
6
.0 mm on moo

4

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity
Hazel Apartments, 1st
and Center St. Hazel
KY is taking applications for 1 & 2BR apts.
Must be elderly, handicapped, or disabled.
Rent based on income.
Equal housing opportunity. Call 270-527-1311
during regular business
hours. TDD 711
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

YOUR

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

COULD

MSU students welcome
3BR, 1 BA,
C/H/A,
detached
garage, W/D included.
1 year lease, no pets.
1mi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/security deposit. Call Judy @
270-753-1718
Storage Rentals

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24[7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

n

nmercial Prop.
For Sale

Commercial Building,
large parking lot, storage building & land.
814 Coldwater Rd. For
sale or rent. 270-4892598 or
270-227-1118

For Sale
Commercial Bushels
Well established
small engine sales &
service repair
business in West KY.

Real Estate

Murra\ Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
• subied hi the Federal Fair
lousing Act, which makes it
Begat to ad%ertise any preference, limitation or discriminaion based on race, color, religion. se%, handicap, Limbo'status or national origin, or intention to make any such preierlice., limitations iii discrimination
State laws forbid discnminabor
n the sale, rental or advertising,
it real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will know inglv accept an \
advertising tor real estate which
s not in violation of the law. All
persons are herebv informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis_
For bother assistance with Fait
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene l'. t4liat11, 17031648-101V

Pets & Supplies

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Shih-Tzu
puppies
$150.00/EA. 492-8463

Livestock & Supplies

Need hay cut
705-2274

2BR, 1BA on.68 aces
in Lynn Grove, C/H/A,
399 Rayburn Rd. 46K.
Call Katie
812-343-6978

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 am. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale
IOW $25 10x15 $40
(2701436-2524

(270) 293-6906
NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillwood Dr
•6x20
•6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270)978-1107

(270) 978-1109

4BR, 2BA. 2,000SOFT.
quiet neighborhood, 2
from
town.
miles
$145,000. 293-0933
Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 3BR. 3BA, 2
car garage. carport.
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00
731-247-6193
HOUSE
reduced
$149,900.
93 Clayton Rd.
2.5 story house with
barn on 7.5 acres Call
293-7252 to view.

Yard Sale

Nee 2-4
Bedroom homes in
V!,'1A0:191-771114 Riverfield Estates.
1254BACKUSBURG SBG Real Property
Professionals
ROAD KIRKSEY
293-7872
THURSDAY 7:00-?
FRIDAY 7:00-12:00
Home goods,
fixtures, CocaCola, kid's clothes
& toys
HUGE
GARAGE SALE
602 McDOUGAL DR.
94 EAST 4 MILES
& SAT.
7:00-2:00
Anbque tools,
collectibies, furniture,
quoits, fabric scraps, oak
rocker. iron wheels. gas
grill, blower. children's
ciothes, toys, and
lots more.

227-0587
All Carpentry Const
Remodel,
additons
decks, vinyl siding
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

[

753-9562
ssssw hillelectric.com

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
lunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

9
8 f 64 9 2

3
4
8
49

1
76
_
2 6 4 3
6
5

l)i1ticult\ 11.c.

ART SUPPLIES & GARAGE SALE
1405 TABARD DRIVE
SPRING CREEK SUBDIVISION
THURSDAY 2:00-6:00
FRIDAY 8:00-5:00
SATURDAY 8:00-12:00
Frames, canvas, paints for all mediums,
brushes new & used, art vcr tapes & books
by famous artist including portrait info, craft
books & wood items, easels, projector, art
electric eraser, framing gun, W/C paper,
household items, ladies clothes 4x, 3x, 2x,
I & men's 3x, truck & trailer accessories, etc.

5
1
3
2
8
9
4
6
7

9 4 2 7
6 8 5 3
2 7 6 9
4 3 7 6
76
3 1
1
15 8 4
'81 9 2
1
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4 7 9
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5 98
9 24
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9
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Worm's Turf, inc.
7046 State Route 94 West
Murray, KY. 42071
Phone:

270-435-4083
Farm Pick Up
Delivered or
Installed

Improvement
Additions. Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

Richard Price
cell:270-293-8035

Sealeoating
A: Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

270-753-2279
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All,
No Job To Small,
270-873-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylake
remodelmg.corn
FREE ESTIMATES
EDWARDS
PLUMBING
Plumbing Repair
& Service
18 Years Experience
Senior & Military
Discounts
Licensed & Insured

270-906-2072
270-293-5509
Dd

K Edwards

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Removal
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480
HALE'S WASTE
MANAGUNIENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

David's Home
Improvement
LiC

Dirt Work
Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush Hogging

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Pkirnbing

227-0906

Will Do Insurance Work
Vtsa & tAastatCard Accepted

FREE ESTIMATES

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installation
striping
40 yrs experienc,

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

(270)759-0501

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

www.geclIc.weebly.com
(270) 759-0890
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt', Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable
8 Dependable
Free Estimates
Free Stump Remos a,
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$$ We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates
References

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

MITCHELL'S
LAWN &
LANDSCAPIN

*Seal coating &

Jeremy Workman
cell:270-978-7812

Carpel & Floor
Covering
Sal(

45 Years Experiem e
Visit Our Showroom
641 South 1.5 miles to
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs exp.
293-8814

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
(.0wrai out!.1
No Job 'Coo Big
or Too Small!
• New Homes
• Remodeling
Licensed & Insured
‘‘ork Guaranteed

(270)226-5444

*Stump Grinding HD
Softail
1995
Springer. $8,100. xtra
chrome. very good
condition, garage kept.
293-1586

Answer to previous puzzle

15
2

ADAMS Home

•Tnmming
Motorcycles & ATV's

5H

2
75

Since 1986

Res., Corn., & Ind.

FREE
Weve moved to town.
For sale two story
home. 3BR, 1BA on 4
acres nestled between
Wild Cat Recreation
Area and Irvin Cobb
Resort. $64,000.00.
270-293-5587

By Dave Green

H I E ectnc

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Commerical Prop. For Rent

RETAIL Store in Hazel.
+/-.
5000
SF
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

Concepts SudoKu

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Serious inquiries
only
270-978-1187

RAIN OR SHINE
G&C
STORAGE and

A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

270-753-2905

store your

AD

BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

need iontewhere 10

SUDOKU

Services Offered

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611. N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance

Houses For Rent
3-5BR available now,
Walking distance to
MSU Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References. 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/dep
$750/mo
436-5085

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

For

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

060

We Finance

if you've got It, we ears store it

Call Scott: 888-472-6440 or apply at:
%NVNV• Work4OC.com

. NURSE
Nursing and
ation Center in

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Sudoku ,s a number-placing puzzia based on.9x9 grid with
several given numbers The °beset is to place the numbers I to 9
in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepbs Suckoku increases trots Monday to Sunday

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING
VIITy

Wood siding
Brick • Concrete
Decks • Fence

(270)227-6160
PAINTER NEEDED?
30 yrs. experience
Interior/Exterior
No job too big
or too small
1531 W. Broadway.
Mayfield, KY
270-247-7589
270-804-9155

Horoscope

ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be

TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured
270-210-6267

glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

by iacqueline Mar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct. 6, 2011:
You can be serious and creative at the same time. If you are aware of
your objectives and don't lose sight of them, you will have little
problem manifesting your goals. Allow your intellect and imagination to intertwine in order to draw success. If you are single, your
determination could scare some people away. That characteristic is
part of you. If someone reacts to it, this person might not be the right
person for you. Trust that knowledge. If you are attached, encourage
your sweetie to join you in making a long-term goal a reality.
AQUARIUS can be provocative.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Avoid being feisty at all costs. Words said

are difficult to take
back, don't you think? You will have a difficult time warming up the
atmosphere if you don't keep yourself somewhat restrained. Not
everyone has the bounce that you do. Tonight: Find your friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Friends surround you left and right. You could be amazed
by what you accomplish. Lighten up and worry less. A family member
pushes you too hard for your taste. and you react. Giving this person
the cold shoulder might not be most effective. Tonight: A must
appearance.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might want to try empathizing with someone. Detach and
imagine being this person; put yourself in his or her life. You discover that an effort to warm up your discussion might have been more
stifled than you realized. Try again. Tonight: Choose the unusual.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A partner makes an offer that could be too good to be true.
Don't overthink the issue; simply leap into action and deal with a key
associate directly. Listen to what a family member or roommate
shares. Tonight: Follow another's lead.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Stay anchored, knowing what is necessary in order to handle others who cannot help but test their limits. Your easygoing attitude but relatively stern face lets them know this is a real boundary
and you are being nice. Tonight: Sort through invitations.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to rethink a decision that revolves around an
important choice. Your finances might restrict you from doing what
you want. Accept the fact that you might be holding back some
intense feelings. Tonight: Squeeze in some exercise.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could be overly serious, and might get a strong reaction
from others. If you can be a little less withdrawn, you might be able
to draw stronger responses. A male or very assertive friend could be
on a rampage. Tonight: Where the action is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You cannot avoid, dealing with family issues. You could be
overly tired or withdrawn. Assume a low profile rather than cause a
problem. A boss or authority figure could be most touchy. Use your
instincts. Tonight: Head on home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Phones ring. You experience considerable pressure to do
something the way someone else does. You feel as if you have no
choice. A friend works hard to make peace with several people. Could
you be one of them? Tonight: Talk is free.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Steer clear of making assumptions or tossing a sarcastic
statement in the middle of a conversation. You want to get to the bottom of a problem. Do it in a kind and orderly manner. Tonight:
Togetherness works.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your bounce counts more than you realize. You seem to
mitigate someone's anger so it doesn't hit others so hard, yet at the
same time you honor his or her feelings. If you so choose, you could
clear the air. Tonight: As if there is no tomorrow.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take advantage of an offer that might be too difficult to say "no"
to. Realize the ramifications„You also could be too busy for words. A
touchy associate might have less time with you. How nice! Tonight:
Get plenty of rest while you can.

COMICS/ FEATURES
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County" is the theme of the membership drive begun today by the
Chamber of Commerce.
Bear Creek Girl Scout Service
Center is sponsoring a family
camping experience at Camp Bear
Creek for all registered Girl Scouts
and their families, Oct. 16.
Forty years ago
Specialist Fourth Class Ronald
P. OR, son of Mr. and Mrs. Odell
OR, Rt. 4, Murray, has been discharged after 14 months in the
Republic of Vietnam.
Elected as officers of the Calloway County 4-H Teen Club were
Jimmy Burkeen, Steve McCuiston. Vickie Pat Lamb, Dianne
Harrison, Renee Sledd, Carolyn
Scott, Karen Alexander, Janet
Usrey and Penny Higgins.
The Murray Water and Sewer
System and the Murray Electric
System at Fourth and Olive were
broken into the night of Oct. 4.
Estimates were that $3200 was
take from the water system and
$3,500 from the electric system.
Fifty years ago
Members of a proposed Murray Swim Club met to discuss
the project. The group composed
of 134 charter members voted to
purchase 74 acres two miles west
of Murray about 1,000 feet off
Lynn Grove Highway.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Wade Vaughn.
Glen McCuiston, New Concord
4-H Club, had the champion animal in the 4-H and FFA Beef
Carcass Show at Reelfoot Packing Company, Union City, Tenn.
Sixty years ago
More than $1,000 was raised Oct.
4 toward the American Legion
building fund at the annual legion
fish fry at Kentucky Lake. The
food was prepared by Vernon
Jackson and Mr. and Mrs. Buel
Stroud.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. George
Lamb; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Copeland; and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Orville Woods.

DEAR ABBY: I met my husband, "Jerome," two years ago.
Dunng our courtship, he helped
me to find faith. Because of that.
I wanted a completely honest relationship with him and confessed
to a "less than moral" experience
that occurred several years before
I met him. Apparently he was
able to accept
it, because he
proposed and
we have been
married for
several
months.
Recently,
however,
Jerome has
been saying
it's bothering
him and he
doesn't know
By Abigail
how to let it
Van Buren
go. I'm angry
and hurt that something that happened long ago is now causing
problems in my marriage. It has
made me question why I was
honest with him.
I'm afraid Jerome will never forgive me. He says he feels as
though he has to compete with
my past and doesn't feel he can
live up to it. How do I tackle
this problem? I can't change my
past. I can't take back what I told
him, and I can't do anything to
change my husband. Please help.
-- HAUNTED BY THE PAST
DEAR HAUNTED: First, stop
apologizing. You are the sum total
of all your experiences, and that's
the woman he married. Tell your
husband you will not accept anything less than marriage counseling NOW. He knows about your
"experience" because you leveled
with him. Make it clear that this
isn't a contest, and he's all you
want in a man. If he can't accept
it, there is no basis for a marriage, and frankly, little hope for
a future together.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I have been
invited to a wedding. The invita-

Lion included explicit instructions
on what is appropriate attire. Ladies
are "not to wear anything tight
or revealing, or that doesn't cover
chest, back, knees and shoulders."
One of my friends said she wouldn't go to such a wedding. Another said, 'I don't own anything
that meets their dress code."
We are all three mature women
who have always dressed conservatively. What's your take on this?
Am I right to feel insulted? -CLOTHING-CHALLENGED IN
OREGON
DEAR CLOTHING-CHALLENGED: Not necessarily. It's
possible that the house of worship where the wedding will be
held -- as well as the families
involved -- may be conservative
or orthodox, which is why the
women are being asked to cover
themselves. If you feel the dress
code is too much of an imposition, you should politely decline
the invitation.
••••O

DEAR ABBY: My granddaughter, who is 18, had a child last
year. She kept the baby and
dropped out of school. She is
now working and has returned to
school to get her GED. My husband has always loved her and
helps her financially.
My problem is she has twice
stolen from a fund I keep for our
church. Although she is the only
one who could have done it, my
husband refuses to believe it. I
now insist on locking everything
up.
Abby, if she had asked for the
money either time, her grandfather would have given it to her.
I think she gets an adrenaline
rush from stealing. What can I
do about this? -- AT A LOSS IN
SOUTH CAROLINA
DEAR AT A LOSS: Where
are your granddaughter's parents?
Are they aware of what has been
going on? If not, please inform
them because if she's stealing from
you she is probably also doing it
elsewhere.

Today In History
in Coffeyville, Kan.
In 1910, Portugal was proclaimed a republic following the
abdication of King Manuel II in
the face of a coup d'etat.
In 1931, Clyde Pangborn and
Hugh Herndon completed the first
non-stop flight across the Pacific
Ocean. arriving in Washington
state some 41 hours after leaving
Japan.
In 1941, former Supreme Court
Justice Louis D. Brandeis — the
first Jewish member of the nation's
highest court — died in Washington at age 84.

In 1947, President Harry S.
Truman delivered the first televised White House address as he
spoke on the world food crisis.
In 1953, Earl Warren was sworn
in as the 14th chief justice of the
United States, succeeding Fred M.
Vinson.
In 1981, President Ronald Reagan signed a resolution granting
honorary American citizenship to
Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg, credited with saving thousands of Hungarians, most of them
Jews, from the Nazis during World
War II.
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Dr. Komaroff

MOM SAYS YOU PAD
DI5TEMPER BUT
YOU'RE 6ETTIN6

BETTER..

IS
KOSHER
SALT OK
WHEN
BAKING
BREAD?
I) e a r
Heloise: I've
always wanted to know,
since a lot of
recipes call for SALT OR
KOSHER SALT, what is the difference? Do the two salts differ in times of bread rising?
Please explain.
Anna in Virginia
There isn't really a difference
between types of kitchen salt,
as the main ingredient is sodium chloride. However, there is
a difference in the processing.
Table salt usually has calcium silicate added to keep it
from sticking and clumping
together. It can be bought either
plain or with iodine added.
Kosher salt is named for the
koshering process and has no
added preservatives. With larger crystals than table salt, cooking with this salt means you can
use less for the same salt taste.
What will affect bread rising
is whether you use salt at all,
since salt is used to flavor bread

or inhaler. These products can
help you to rapidly ease sudden
cravings.
If the medicine prescribed for
you didn't help, ask your doctor
about trying a different drug. There
are several drugs, and one may
work even if another has not
worked. And ask your doctor about
combining medicine with a product that replaces nicotine.
You mentioned that support
groups aren't for you. Did you
know you don't need to join a group
to be supported? While sitting comfortably at home with your slippers on, you can simply dial the
national quit line at I-800-QUITNOW.If you use the Internet,check
the website at www.smokefree.gov.
Smartphone apps designed to support quitting exist, too. All of
these options have worked for other
people -- including people like
you who have tried unsuccessfully in the past to quit.
There also are plenty of new
treatments under development. For
example, scientists are trying to
create vaccines that cause a person's immune system to attack
nicotine and keep it from reaching the brain. In theory, at least,
this would deny you pleasurable
feelings from smoking. thus helping you break the habit. There
may be more useful tools to quit
smoking coming down the road.
My advice? Please don't wait
for exciting new treatments. Work
with your doctor or a specialist
in smoking cessation to tailor a
plan that works for you. There
are more ex-smokers in the U.S.
today than smokers. And there
are more effective treatments than
ever before. So. please. try again.
Your heart, lungs, family and
friends will all thank you.
Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. Go to his website
to send questions and get additional
information:
www.AskDoetorK.com.
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sprinkled some and slid the sheet
into the oven. About 15 minutes later. I opened the door to
see if they were crisp enough,
and they were gone! The cookie sheet was there with nothing
on it! What the heck? I checked
the freezer. The bag was still
unopened, but the new bag of
crushed ice was torn open! I
had sprinkled ice cubes on the
cookie sheet instead of hash
browns! -- Steve, Hutchinson,
Kan,
Steve, I don't know if I'd tell
the story on myself -- kidding!
Glad you wrote it. Say "Hi" to
my friends in Hutchinson, too!
Heloise
LEFTOVER VEGGIES
Dear Heloise: I found the
leftover-vegetables hints very
interesting. I wanted to tell you
what I do with my leftovers. I
keep a bag in the freezer for
any vegetables that are left over
after a meal, and when cold
weather arrives, I use the vegetables in a stew. During the
summer, there are quite a fev,
vegetables that have been saved,
and they make a great stew that
will feed us for a couple of
days. -- Janie in San Angelo.
Texas
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and slow down the yeast. If you
don't add it, the bread will rise
too quickly and may not taste
as good. -- Heloise
P.S.: Always check the recipe,
and you can call your county
extension agent (found in your
phone book under "County Listings") for help.
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
E
m
a
i
I
:
Heloise(at)Heloise.com
DISH-DRAINER CLEANING
Dear Heloise: Regarding the
column recently where a woman
said she uses a brush to clean
her dish-drying rack: I put my
dish rack and sink mat in the
dishwasher when they need it.
They come out clean and sanitized, though the setting needs
to be for "no high-heat dry
cycle." -- Jane, Prescott, Ariz.
NOT THERE?
Dear Heloise: Just in case
you need some funny stories: I
had a case of the disappearing
small, round hash browns. Being
a bachelor with few culinary
skills, I thought I would fix
some. I got the cookie sheet,
tore open a new bag of tots,
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DEAR DOCTOR K: At a
recent medical visit for my heart
condition, my doctor urged me
again to quit smoking. At 70, I've
quit repeatedly without lasting success. I've tried
the patch. I've
meditried
cine. Neither
has worked.
Support
groups aren't
for me. Being
told over and
over that I
need to quit
smoking just
me
leaves
By
feeling
Dr. Anthony
depressed and
Komaroff
weak.
Can
you offer me
any hope'?
DEAR
READER:
Yes,
absolutely! The fact that you've
tried so hard to quit smoking is
a good sign: Wanting to quit is
the necessary first step. I know
you feel discouraged right now. I've
had many patients in exactly your
situation who have successfully
become ex-smokers. That's why I'm
going to encourage you to try again.
Nicotine is highly addictive.
Willpower alone isn't enough when
you're trying to quit. Fortunately,
there are lots of tools to help
you fight this addiction. Quit-smoking aids include nicotine-replacement patches, gum, lozenges,
inhalers, sprays and medications.
Toll-free "quitlines" can connect
you to the help you need (find
the quitline in your state at
www.smokefree.gov ).
None of these tools work miracles. Often they're more effective when combined. It's also true
that one drug may work even if
another one failed, So consider
these options:
I know you tried the nicotine
patch. Talk to your doctor about
coupling the patch with a shortacting nicotine-replacement product such as nicotine gum, lozenge

Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. October
5, 2011. the 278th day of 2011.
There are 91 days left in the year.
On Oct. 5, 1921, the World
Series was covered on radio for
the first time as Newark, NJ.,
station WJZ relayed reports from
the Polo Grounds, where the New
York Giants were facing the New
York Yankees.
On this date:
In 1892, the Dalton Gang, notorious for its train robberies, was
practically wiped out while
attempting to rob a pair of banks
Et A E3

Battle to quit smoking is
fought on many fronts

Wife's past experience looms
large in present manage

Looking Back
Ten years ago
First Lady Judi Patton threw
the switch and the Kentucky's Governor's Mansion for the first time
in its history was aglow in pink
to announce October as Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mickey
Thompson; and a boy to Patrick
and Stephanie Holcomb.
Serving as hostesses at the September meeting of Woodmen of
the World Lodge 728 at Log
Cabin Restaurant were Kathryn
Outland. Jessie Workman and
Roberta Ward.
Jonathan Massengale of Murray
took first place in the 5-year-old
Rookie division at the East Kentucky Regional BMX race in London.
Twenty years ago
Area school officials and guests
officially welcomed Lynn Tackett
as the principal of Kentucky Tech
Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center this morning.
Romanza Johnson of Bowling
Green, president of Kentucky Federation of Women's Club. spoke
at a general meeting of Murray
Woman's Club held Monday. Sept.
30 at the club house.
The steeple of the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church was recently renovated
and repainted by John Aikens of
Clarksville, Tenn. Funding for the
initial construction of the steeple
was donated to the church in 1963
by Buron and Modest Jeffrey.
Thirty years ago
"I'm not mad. I'm just hurt and
disappointed we had an opportunity to bring the senate seat back
to Calloway County and we didn't," Z.C. Enix, chairman of the
Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee, said Monday following the nomination Saturday of a Graves County man
for first district senator.
A
two-page
advertisement
announced the grand opening of
Wal-mart in Murray on Oct. 6.
"Forward
Murray-Calloway
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